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THE WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
ARTS AND LETTERS
The

The

Wisconsin

Academy

of

Sciences,

Arts

and Letters was chartered by the State Legis-

Legacy

lature on March 16, 1870 as an incorporated

society serving the people of the State of

‘

In this space last December I wrote that I never knew
Harry Nohr. Now, although the past tense is still a fresh,
sharp pain, I can say I knew Elizabeth McCoy.
Regrettably, I did not know her long nor well. But our

Wisconsin

by

encouraging

investigation

and

disdartinallon dl knowledge lithe selahces,
arte and letters.
cael

SS

a

year’s association at the Academy gave me a chance to see

Dale O'Brien, Spring Green

glimpses of a remarkable woman.
I'll never forget how astounded I was when I discovered early that this brilliant scientist, with a lifetime of
distinctive achievements already behind her, was a shy
ove
,
person. She wasted no time in self-aggrandizement. It
discomfited her when the staff wanted to celebrate what
proved to be her last birthday with a big cake and a little
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Robert A. McCabe, Madison
IMMEDIATE reer PRESIDENT
Rovere: ardn Madiaan
HONORARY PRESIDENT
Elizabeth F. McCoy, Madison
VICE PRESIDENTS
George W. Archibald (Sciences), Baraboo

party.

Fannie E. F. Hicklin (Arts), Madison

I had a cup of tea with her once and listened, amazed,
as she talked knowledgeably

Brevele Oey

about the selection and

processing of tea leaves. She answered far more questions
than I knew to ask. We shared custody of the student interns from the UW Journalism School and I noted that
re
2
her attitude toward them was one of profound generosity
of time and self. I suspect that all her life, the young
people she taught and then sent out into the world
prepared were among

aaa

C. W. Threinen, Middleton

COUNCILORS-AT-LARGE
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Yes, I knew Elizabeth McCoy. And am the richer for it.
a
z
—Elizabeth Durbin
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March 24. James Batt, long time

kept poultry of all kinds and had a

piece. The photograph shows Ex-

days our neighbors kept goats,

large garden and orchard. In those

ecutive Director Batt presenting

horses, cows—and bees.’”

Citation—a recognition of outstand-

the European Theater as a Ist

ing contributions to the life,

Lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force
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Dr. McCoy with an Academy
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returned to the University of

Mseting i Mag ol 77
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Wisconsin and received his PhD in
entomology in 1952.

Photo by TP. Stewart
Elizabeth McCoy

‘

and James Batt

Tiffany glass is much
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imitated

today because, as Charles A. Long
suggests in his article, Louis Comfort Tiffany left a legacy especially
appropriate to the ’70s. Long’s two
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country since 1964, coming to
Wisconsin in 1970.
His recent poem “Soweto”
appeared in The Capital Times in
1976 and aired on the Wisconsin
Educational Radio Network and
National Public Radio.

tive of the author, who was born,
raised, and educated there, make

.
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revived after a 30-year shelf life,
continue with the second of four
installments.
In addition, an excerpt from a
longiS story y by by Daniel P. Kunene
provides a departure from the
Wisconsin orientation of most

,

:

an
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on South African language and
literature, Dr. Kunene has published poetry and short stories in
periodicals both here and in his

Review pieces. The explosiveness
of the current South African situa-
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Uncharacteristically, there are
two pieces of fiction in this issue.
“Mary Carter On Behalf of the
Aunts,” the fictional letters written
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two artists say that Tiffany was not
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Hardly, as Long illustrates.
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“People confuse periods of
decorative arts with those of fine
arts, “he says, ‘‘and I have heard
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bined, reflect his art glass hobby.
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Milwaukee, He grew up on the
“outskirts of the city, and my folks

associate and friend, writes the

i,

|

Floyd E. Moeller, was born in

honorary president, and benefactor, Elizabeth McCoy, who died

oo)

|

/~

Floyd E. Moeller
The man who knows about bees,

The lead story in this issue is a

.
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_
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native land. He has lived in this

The photo shows Kunene with
his children Wandile (in arms),

Liziwe, Luyanda (looking up), and

(with binnoculars) Sipho. They are
standing at an open pit copper mine
in Kitwe, Zambia in Central Africa.

continued on page 44

scholarly research, which shall long
point the way toward new discoveries and new knowledge. And
she is abroad daily in the lives of
her countless friends and
colleagues, who knew her for what
she was: a rare wine of a woman, a
classic vintage of truth, of beauty,
and of goodness.
Dr. McCoy abounded in
pea
aed eee
My

”

earliest memory

Eliza

b e th,

Re

mem

b e red

by James R. Batt

T

worn headstones, as does a conwire while she passed over it into
tingent of Union troopers a short
the other field. “Oh,” she said,
distance away.
“T’ve a better way than that, thank
In death, this seems a fitting
you.” In the blink of an eye the displace for Elizabeth McCoy. She is _ tinguished professor of
surrounded by symbols of whatshe _ bacteriology whose research had

cheek, even while the breeze told of

Her resting place is within the
reach of the boughs of agreat white
oak, one that stands tall and true,
its sturdy branches stretching up-

her is at a time

gesture, I offered to hold down the

uesday, March 28, wasatime
of the turning of the seasons. The
sun that day gave off the soft
radiance so characteristic of early
Wisconsin spring. A promising
warmth could be felt upon the
having escaped only recently from
snow-laden lands. And it was on
this day that Dr. Elizabeth F.
McCoy was reluctantly and tenderly given up to native ground at
Madison’s Forest Hill Cemetery.
She had died four days earlier,
enroute to a hospital from her farm
home just outside the city, where
for the preceding week she had
been confined by what she had
described to anxious callers as ‘the
flu.”

of

shortly after my appointment as
executive director of the Academy.
It was a raw, March day in 1972,
and the two of us were exploring
the site of her ‘“Lake Farm,”
situated along the shore of Lake
Waubesa. This was prior to the
acquisition of Steenbock Center,
and Elizabeth had suggested the
farm as a possible temporary
Academy headquarters. We approached a barbed-wire fence. In
what I intended to be a gentlemanly

loved in life: nature, history, the

University, the variety and adventure that is life. (A young boy cuts
through the cemetery, a black dog
—_ of mixed breed close at his heels.
Dogs are not allowed in this place,
and young boys arenodoubthighly
suspect. But Dr. McCoy would
take pleasure at the scene.)
Those who were closest to her
had come to think of her as indomitable, given of a life force as
constant and as vibrant as the
seasons—as graceful, as strong, and
as wide-reaching as the oak that
marks her grave. She was Wisconsin through and through, and
Wisconsin and we are the poorerby
her death and the richer by her life.

ward and outward in all directions.

From this site, before summer
foliage obscures the far horizon,
glimpses of the University campus
can be seen off to the east. Nearby
is a quiet, residential area. Withina
short walk, Confederate soldiers,
one-time prisoners of Camp Randall, sleep beneath orderly files of |

Still, it is wrong

to think of

won her international recognition

_and a variety of professional
_ honors, clutched the long, black
faille coat about her lean frame, fell
to the ground, and with a quick
| turn was under the wire and
standing upright and opposite me.
In the years that followed, there
were many other things about
Elizabeth McCoy that were to
amaze and delight me. Once, a
member of the Academy Council
was late for a mid-winter meeting,
_ explaining that his delay was
necessitated by having had to
shovel a driveway of 50 feet. I
could only smile, for there sat
_ Elizabeth, well ahead of the opening gavel despite having handshoveled 150 feet of the farm lane

Elizabeth as here, here at Forest
leading from her home to the
Hill. She is abroad even yet. She is
highway. Until the irreplaceable
abroad in the minds and the hearts _ grate of her coal furnace gave way
of her many former students,
in irreparable manner, she had
whose lessons from Elizabeth
stoked the firey monster on her
spoke to the human spirit as much
own throughout the winter
as to the human intellect. She is
months. It yielded to her grit ever
abroad through her lifetime of
so much as did the several acres of
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/3
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historically valuable contents of her family’s
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2.
took over the operation completely when her father
died in 1940. Here she leafs through a fat volume of
a
———~—s«Givil War history published in 1866. Photo and cap-
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Nothing delighted farmer/professor Elizabeth McCoy
more than occasionally rummaging through the
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Elizabeth McCoy stands beside E.B. Fred, her long-

. oh
x

time mentor, friend, and colleague on many projects, at
the dedication of the E.B. Fred (Bacteriology) Building

:

.

:

on the UW

|
4

.

campus

on September

9, 1977. They are

greeting Diane Johnson. ‘There is only one Elizabeth
McCoy,” Dr. Fred always said, “and there will never

ia

be another like her.”

Photo courtesy Photo Media Center

lawn which she mowed

on foot all

ia

summer long.
University of Wisconsin Presi-

ve
ros

dent Emeritus E. B. Fred often took

——

his former graduate student to task

_

for not spending more on her own
needs. She told me once, “Dr. Fred
would like me to get some selfsaving gadgets around the house,
but I don’t think that’s really

oo

Y

built to a great extent on what was

¥y

really only necessary as far as she

was concerned. Self-saving gadgets

—

were not necessary. Fancy dress
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What was necessary to Dr.
Elizabeth F. McCoy was the natural
world and its workings, friends,
research, teaching, productive use
of her human

and vane

resources. . .and ideas. Elizabeth
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programs, approaches to scientific
peer lme, how learning might be
made more meaningful and effective, and how she could help others
to help themselves.
. ape
it could be said that

MEMORIAL
OF
OF

RESOLUTION

THE
THE

FACULTY
UNIVERSITY

Elizabeth was generous to everyone

except herself. It sometimes seemed
that way. I can hear her yet, in her

OF

WISCONSIN-MADISON

Transactions office just across the

ON

lobby from my own, patiently
reviewing a dissertation with a
Ph.D. student or a manuscript with

THE

ELIZAB

DEATH
ETH

OF

McCOY

a prospective journal con-

tributor—giving,
time and of her
knowledge. Stop
she would insist

ever giving, of her
vast resources of
by her farm and
on breaking away

from pressing paper work or gar-

dening chores. There was time for
lemonade under the shade of a
maple on a summer's day, time for

Professor Elizabeth McCoy

died

_—_ University of Wisconsin-

a chat by the fireplace when the
Friday, March 24, 1978 while
Milwaukee’s spring commencewinter winds swept about her 19th — enroute to a hospital from her farm —_ ment exercises on May 21, 1978.
century home. Always, there was a
time to go afield, to search out the
den of the vixen fox and her kits, to

home on the Syene Road south of
Madison. She had been ill for a
short time with an undiagnosed

find a spring and its treasure of

respiratory tract afflication, but

watercress, to see where the
had preferred to remain at home
elderberry shouldered in along the _ until her condition suddenly
fence row.

worsened,

The house stands empty now, a
gift, with the farm land, to the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foun- _

to move to a hospital.
She was known throughout the
world as a truly great

and caused her to agree

At the time of her death she was
working actively, despite her
retired status, on microbiology of

lakes and streams, and on the actions of microorganisms in the
treatment of sewage. She had, in
addition, continued her work

as

Editor of the Transactions of the
Wisconsin Academy of Sciences,
Arts and Letters, had brought to

dation to help assure the availabili-

_ microbiologist. It is doubtful that

publication the current volume 65

ty of funds to support University
research projects. The Academy,
too, had been remembered through

anyone can match Elizabeth
McCoy’s breadth and depth of
—_ knowledge about microorganisms

(1977), and had issued a call for
papers for volume 66. With
Emeritus President E. B. Fred and

her generosity, but most important

—_and their activities. Among the

of all was the gift of herself.
principal recognitions she had
Because she lived, there are those of _ received were election to: Honorary
us who live differently than before | Membership in the American
we knew her, or try to.
Society for Microbiology;
These thoughts were on my
Honorary Membership and
mind on the Sunday before
Honorary President for Life in the
Memorial Day,

1978, when Presi-

dent Emeritus E. B. Fred and I
drove out to Forest Hill with our
own remembrance. I had brought
along some purple lilacs and several
stalks of iris. Dr. Fred, whose 91st
birthday was missed by Dr.McCoy
only because of her illness, had
with him some white lilacs and a
clutch of yellow roses gathered at
his University home. “Yellow roses
of Texas,” he explained, adding,
“And these white lilacs. . .you
know, they were never fuller, never
more beautiful in any year.”

Wisconsin

Academy

of Sciences,

Arts and Letters; Honorary
Membership in Sigma Delta Epsilon. She had been honored alsoby
being granted the Pasteur Award of
—_ the Society of Illinois
_— Microbiologists, and the
Distinguished Service Award of the
Wisconsin Alumni Association.
During the winter of 1978 she had
been awarded the honorary degree
of Doctor of Science by the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and
had accepted. The degree was conferred posthumously during the

Eleanore Oimoen she had been the

author of a small book, entitled
‘““Seeing”’ The University of
Wisconsin-Madison Today, and
published by the 1978 Board of
Regents of the University of
Wisconsin System.
During

earlier years she had

published many articles in scientific journals, had been a co-author,
—_ with E. B. Fred and I. L. Baldwin, of
— Root Nodule Bacteria and
Leguminous Plants, University of
Wisconsin Studies in Science,
| Number 5, 343 pp. (1932) and
Supplement, 40 pp. (1939), University of Wisconsin Press, Madison.
She had, in addition, worked many
years as an editor of sections of
_ Biological Abstracts that dealt with
_ microbiology of foods and with industrial microbiology.
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/5

Professor McCoy was not only
an outstanding research worker,

Bacteriology in 1943, and attained
emeritus status in 1975.

writer, and editor; she was a

Her achievements

© knowledgeable, devoted walker of
their fields.

in research,

President Emeritus E. B. Fred,

dedicated, hardworking, effective
teacher. She taught courses in
microbiology to graduate students,
to undergraduates, and to students

teaching, scholarly affairs, and
public service were great, but she
was always deeply involved in
humanitarian services. She had lit-

who was Professor McCoy’s major
professor, and later colleague and
co-worker, frequently said: “There
_is only one Elizabeth McCoy, and

in the Farm

tle or no concern for “self,’’ and

there will never be another like

Short Course of the

College of Agricultural and Life
was quietly and unobtrusively
her. After the Lord created
Sciences. Her teaching involved not __ effective in her many good works. __ Elizabeth, He threw away the

only formal courses; she was ex-

She was an active member and

ceptionally successful in day-to-

long-time Trustee of the Trinity

to re-emphasize that her life,

day instruction of individual
graduate students engaged in
research under her direction. She

United Methodist Church, and a
member of the Altrusa Club of
Madison for 31 years. Many will

her work, and her attainments were
exemplary. She was indeed one of
the great women of the University

was the major professor for more
than 47 students who completed
work with her that led to the Ph.D.
in Bacteriology. There were more
than 110 students who were
granted the M.S. under her
guidance and stimulation. She was
especially noted for her ability to
lead students by her own diligent
and productive laboratory
endeavors.
She was a specialistin
bacteriology and microbiology, but
her studies and teaching also in-
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recall the Altrusa Country Fair held

Her

interests
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vestigations of the places and functions of microorganisms in eutropic
bodies of water.
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education in its public schools. She
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Bacteriology by the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. She did post-
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ment of Bacteriology faculty in
1930, was appointed Professor of
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(1926), and Ph.D. (1929) in

School in San Francisco of the
University of California. She5
i
became a member of the University
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Professor McCoy was truly a
“Wisconsin product.” Born in
Madison, February 1, 1903, she
received her primary and secondary

the Karlova University of

E. Maxine Bennett
Robert H. Burris
Robert P. Hanson
Arthur D. Hasler
Kenneth B. Raper
William B. Sarles,
Chairman

en nean

anaerobic clostridia, to in-

doctoral research at the Rothamsted
Experimental Station in England,

COMMITTEE:

teacher. She was the major professor for more than 47
students who completed work with her that led to the
Ph.D. in bacteriology. There were more than 110
students who were granted the M.S. under her
guidance and stimulation.” She is shown here with

ac-

was granted the B.S. (1925), M.S.

MEMORIAL

Dr. McCoy “was a dedicated, hardworking, effective

tivities ranged, for example, from
her detailed, exhaustive studies of

Czechoslovakia,

— community.

each year until recently at the
| McCoy family farm home on Syene
Road.
She owned and managed three
large farms south of Madison, and
_ a short time ago deeded those to the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation for purposes leading to support of the University. Her love for
these farms was great; she was a

rockin ke & a ES
d e biocherists hae
Pt Ue,
‘ok aabadplas:
d
nologists,/eco! ae
een oa
varlous groups of agriculiaa
specialists.

pattern.” All that can be added is
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Mi ilwaukee’s(
James

Connection
Affectionate uncle, benefactor, and charming
correspondent: Famous expatriate author Henry
James, in recently discovered letters, revealed his

fondness for a Wisconsin relative.
Recently in Milwaukee's
Cudahy Tower Apartments, heirs
discarding a family file came upon
a packet of letters. Black scrawl
covered many of the brittle sheets;
typing made others more legible.
Each letter concluded with some

ea

‘
eal)

years ago from the local scene, but
the intimacy of that once close
relationship lingers and flavors
these up-to-now unknown and unpublished letters to Alice from her
Uncle Henry.
The letters begin with James’

form of “Your all affectionate old
Uncle, Henry James.”
The heirs, as Henry himself once
put it, “opened that general door
into the limbo of old letters,” and
acquainted themselves with the
writer while thinking back to his
times. James died in 1916. Dates of
the letters ranged from 1909 into
1915.
Milwaukeeans today may recall
James as a remote figure who lived
by choice in England, and had no
ties in the U.S. Midwest. Yet
Milwaukee has a definite ‘‘James

warm reply to Alice’s announcement of her engagement to one
David A. Edgar of Milwaukee—a
co-founder of the Edgar-Ricker investment company, forerunner of
the Milwaukee Company. It must
have been in November of 1909,
cold, gray and blustery as
November is in Milwaukee, that
Alice dipped her pen to inform
relatives of her approaching
marriage. Of the many congratulations she received, probably
none was quite like her Uncle
Henry’s, dated December 14, 1909.

Connection.”

It went,

James’ two younger
brothers—Robertson and Garth
Wilkinson James—made
Milwaukee their home, and his
niece, Alice James
ee daughter
of Garth, or ““Wilky,’’ became one
of the city’s philanthropic and
social leaders during the first
quarter of this century. The name
“James,” as carried by Milwaukee
relatives of Henry, disappeared

in part:

Your letter gives your poor old
sequestered and exiled uncle exceeding great joy....I am sure
you will like the variant others
follow. ...
I give you my heartfelt blessin,
and beg you to share it with
David Edgar. .. .I think so well
of Mr. Edgar for thinking so well
of you that I hope he will think
well of me for the same reason.

June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/7

An obvious division had existed
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for some time in the James family.
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Henry's father, Henry James, Sr.,
had inherited a comfortable living
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and never felt any desire to work
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periences, educational and
otherwise, that they could choose
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Though outside the James circle

e

of

of mental giants, Wilky and Bob

ea

were, according to contemporaries,

fag

“decidedly clever and used to adap-

ae

tation, and charmed whomever

a

ee

they met.” This was especially true

le

contrived

to live with an

Henry describes the visit to their

lodgings of one of their early

and their battle scars never healed.

professors. ““Wilky met the Doc-

Bob became subject to nervous

tor’s interrogative advance, but the

breakdown. Wilky never recovered

conversation so made was of
anything but the fruit of his

human and repugnant to him), and

cotton in the South, both young

hoard that anything he offered did

brothers in 1870 went

a

Milwaukee, and soon married
Milwaukee girls.
Bob and his family eventually

returned to New England, and

achieved comfortable economic

to

But gay, sociable, happy-go-

lucky, and somewhat spendthrift
Wilky, who in 1872 married

Caroline Cary, daughter of a

Milwaukee builder, stayed on in

Milwaukee. He worked variously
as aclerk for the railroad, cashier in

“I think so well of Mr. Edgar for thinking so well

of you that I hope he will think well of me for the

The Civil War hardly affected
William and Henry, but Bob and
Review/June
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“’West’’

talk with

figure.”
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After unsuccessful ventures with

I noted while I nursed my small
could

. co ee

status.

completely from the serious wound
he suffered at Fort Wagner, and his

reading (the act of reading was in- _ health continued precarious.

as well—he

|

Photo from the State Historical Society of Wisconsin

abolitionists, with black troops,
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Henry James

immediacy that left me in the lurch.
4
:
I was always still wondering how, — Wilky, at 17 and 18, were caught in
while he had solved the question by __ its throes. They fought a “noble
action.”
humanitarian crusade’ as

quite

le

ee

As Henry later reminisced,

“Wilky
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their father, as philosopher and

novelist respectively. Their sister
Alice, youngest of the family and a
chronic invalid, was one apart
anyway. Wilky and Bob never did
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engaged in ‘‘speculation and conversation.”” He aimed to expose his
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wrote, traveled, and generally

a

co

Ss

for money. An intellectual, he read,

“felt it tasteless and even
humiliating” that their father did
not engage in business as other
fathers did. Continual changing of
locale and associates left the
children without real roots.
William and Henry eventually
merged into the intellectual orbit of

a

a Lo
ga
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olduineleneremereplydinedle

It appears that your poor old uncle is remarkably

but he doesn’t do it on purpose.

difficult, but he doesn’t do it on purpose.”

Se

ee
the Department of Internal
Revenue, and at farming near
Prairie du Chien, but financial
success eluded him.
Meantime,

his son Joseph Cary

1875, were growing

talk and cheer,
makes the face
you only were
jolly for you to

lakeside. I think of it as I found it
that grim (grim and polar in
spite of your welcome) winter
day six years ago, while those
fleeting hours were too brief for

and his daughter Alice, born in

Se

or companion sitting with us, for

me to get “broken in.’”

America

seemed

while he paints. It
more animated. If
here it would be
fill this office. ...
geared

to the

dollar then as now, and Henry

up.

reacted to the American way of

Novelist Graham Greene connects Henry’s permanent move to
England with the economic trials of
Bob and Wilky. Henry, excluded
from Civil War service because of a _
slight back injury, felt that his own
well-being had been bought at the
cost of his younger brothers’
troubles, and he sought escape out
of the country. Treachery and
betrayal keynote many of the James
stories. As Greene sees it, the
betrayed victims were often
generous young men of high ideals,
like Bob and Wilky.
This is largely conjecture, but it
is fact that after the death of the

Illness dogged the James family
during 1910-1911, Bob and
William James died, and young
Alice, shortly after her wedding,
fell seriously ill. Henry, though
himself in poor health, expressed
sympathy and hope in his letter to
Alice’s mother:

into the picture, there was discussion as to whether Wilky had not

That (being in Milwaukee all
summer) is one of these facts
which comes to us here from
America...to make us feel, with
wonder, how much harder the
great machine of business grinds
its victims to all appearance, on
your side of the world than it
does here, where certain breaks
and shifts and reliefs are involved in the very structure of
life... You are more heroic in
your great tensions and
patiences. Prodigious the
American man! I take off my hat

I very greatly grieve that Alice’s
marriage, so auspicious in all
ways as it seemed, should have
been followed by such an evil
time. But tell her with her
Uncle’s blessing that one absolutely, with patience and faith,
emerges...
;

:

senior Henry James in 1882, when

division of his $95,000 estate came

—_ business:

to him. Let David, please, feel the

Sa

side-wind of that gesture!

But dismal events in Britain
ee his mind, and this
reflected in subsequent letters to

By now the conflagration of

already used his share in advance.

Alice. It was plain that, surrounded

World War I blazed, and this took

His father believed so, for he
omitted Wilky from his will. Large-

by friends as he was in England,
Here ang yearned for the intimacy

its toll of Henry. In fact it took over
_his life and finished his literary

ly through Henry’s efforts, the es-

of

tate was divided so as to set up a
wife and family.y
trust for Wilky’s
e
Wilky did die the next year, and his
family must have regarded Uncle
:
Henry as a benefactor.
the. Atlantic
Henry, although
:
:
separated him from his relatives,
in 1909

kept track of them. Then

career. He wrote to Alice:

family:
more and move for any cian,
aitentionethrom anyvoneun He
nature of gentle niece or nephew
ape Sahin
or sister-in-law—though
I make
no point of the “in-law.”

itself on such a
The war wages
y
scale that it blocks out
everything else but its own very
presence and cruelty—so that we
and think, we eat and
know
:
drink, we sleep and wake, we

o

utter and feel absolutely nothing

fetta out
poo Once
Be veut around
further
he reaches

Rerembenthar dearest Nea

else.

he began to write to his niece.
Those years, 1909-1915,

were im-

portant to both. Alice launched into
marriage. Henry, in what turned
out to be his last six years, was
writing his reminiscences.
Establishing a common ground
between them, Henry wrote, still in

December of 1909, that he

remembered Milwaukee well, and
commented:

When

250 of Henry’s friends

commissioned John Sargent to

Her answers sympathized, for

paint his portrait, on the event of
his 70th birthday, he wrote Alice
about the project:

Alice herself had dived into the war
relief work she wrote of to her Uncle Henry. He answered:

I sit tomorrow A.M. to Sargent

Your letter is really the first sign

time... It appears that your poor

understanding or imagination of

I have had from America of a real

for my portrait for the third

“.,.one

absolutely,

with

patience

and

faith,

I wish you didn’t cling so
emerges.”
eee
furiously, nowadays to VOUT Colds ee
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what the condition and feeling of
life are with us under this
hideous and deepening stress...
I bless with all my heart the
success of your work in the teeth
of the big German element with
which your city bristles; and
when you apologize for the
modest figure of the contributions you have raised
toward a Belgian fund, I on my
side throw up my cap with exultation. To have reached such a
sum

:

as the $13.000 amid your

21, CARLYLE

difficulties strikes me as so
splendid that I rub my eyes as
before a fairytale, and assure you
both of my wildest applause.

CHEYNE

MANSIONS,

WALK

S.W.

April 25th, 1913

The pride that her Uncle Henry

Dearest Alice,

took in his niece turned out well
founded. At Alice’s untimely death
in 1923, newspapers reported:

I sent off to you a like document to this yesterday, calculating it
will catch you at Queenstown; and now this is a postscript that must
meet you at Liverpool—so that between the two I hope you will feel
tremendously informed. There is nothing much practical to add to
my remarks of yesterday, save that if you do reach town at all latish
on Saturday, which I feel it very likely you will, you mustn’t trouble
about coming round here then, for you will be tired and spent and
will want much rather to go early to bed. Let us understand that you
will in that case turn up for luncheon here on Sunday, at said 1.45. I
have never failed to find that one must add on at least 12 hours to the
statement made at the steamer offices about the probable arrival of
their ships. The White Star people told me three days ago that the
Baltic might very possibly get into Liverpool by Friday night—that is
this evening; but would even then perhaps not land her passengers
till to-morrow morning. All experience tells me that to-morrow morning it will be before you get in at all; so I leave you the rest of the
day for the completion of your pilgrimage and the possession of

Probably no woman in
Milwaukee gave more time or
service during the war than Mrs.
Edgar, who organized the relief
work done by the women of the
Red Cross here...
She was active in Belgian and
French relief... She held a place
of esteem both in younger and
older circles, a place which was
hers by birthright and through a
natural leadership and charm.

The James family heritage of

your repose—only intimating thatI am likely to turn up at your hotel

sensitivity, inspiration, and intellect could have been in large
measure responsible. Milwaukee

here with enquiries about you by six o’clock or so. No, decidedly, I
won't rashly go in for a Station meeting, but keep myself and my
equilibrium for a better one here. I hate station meetings myself—and

tion.

understand, three able-bodied women, and as you will find plenty of
much more able-bodied men than I for a shilling or so, I leave you to
your fortune. I hope with all my heart that, as your having engaged
your passage, as your letter told me, already made you better, your
having really achieved it will quite crown the good work. But, with all

benefited from its “James Connec-

hated them when I was better able to bear them; so as you are, as I

greetings to your friends, a bientot! Yours,

dearest Alice, always

EDITOR’S NOTE: Janet
Schlatter’s “James Connection” is
through her late aunt, David
Edgar’s second wife, who saved the

Pteew

letters. Mrs. Schlatter and her sister

are the heirs, mentioned in the article, who found the packet of correspondence. A free lance writer,
she spends her summers in
Madison and her winters traveling
throughout the South.
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The Impact of Changing
Wisconsin
Agricult
onsin Agriculture
e

on

Beekeeping
ee

eeping

wy)

s

by Floyd E. Moeller

Wisconsin is known as “America’s Dairyland.”’ In
reality, it can also be described as the “land of milk and

New

r
farming

x
practices

threaten to take some
of
is

the

sweetness

‘
land of milk

out

of

the
vy

and

honey.

honey.” The fact that its agriculture has historically
centered around milk production has placed it among
the top honey-producing areas in the United States.
Wisconsin's soils and climate are uniquely suited to
growing the legumes that feed the cattle and, at the
same time, are an abundant source of nectar and pollen
for honey bees.
Wisconsin soils are generally high in the calcium
necessary to grow legumes and are derived from
limestone. Even those soils with a deficiency of calcium
can be easily treated by applying the crushed limestone
that is readily available from the quarries in the state.
The resulting large acreages of legumes grown for hay
or pasture provide nectar and pollen for honey bees,
and the nectar produces a water-white, high-quality,
table-grade honey. In addition, the climate is such that
the clover-blooming period coincides with the longest
days of summer during which maximum hours of
photosynthesis are possible and foraging hours per
day for bees are at a maximum. Since bees will work as
long as daylight will allow, the nectar yields are abun-

dant.From

the early 1900s until the 1960s, beekeeping in
Wisconsin was extremely productive. Weather was
stable and
Gee and beekeepers could manage
their bees so as to harvest the fine nectar flow that
developed dependably year after year. For example,
sweetclover was commonly

grown

as a pasture plant

along with alsike and red clovers. Also, white clover
grew abundantly in the meadows. Then in late
summer, heartsease or smartweed grew as a dense undercover in the cornfields, so there was a dependable
source of nectar even after the June and July flows
from clover, especially when August had good rainfall.
In fact, there was an interesting syndrome of unintentional cultivation of heartsease. Farmers cultivated
their corn to control grass and weeds until the corn
became so tall that cultivation was no longer possible.
June 1978/Wisconsin

Academy
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In late July and August, heartsease grew in virtually all
cornfields as an undisturbed understory. Then it went
to seed, was included in the September corn olans

was fed to the cattle. The seeds passed through

at

into the

manure, the manure was spread over the fields, and
heartsease was seeded for the next year.
The situation in Wisconsin in the first half of this
century was such that the per-colony yield of honey
frequently exceeded 200 pounds of surplus. Anything
less than 150 pounds

of honey

;

A

a

beekeepers have been happy to obtain 75- to 100pound crops, and even with intensive management,

%

have rarely exceeded yields above 200 to 300

a

pounds.

Let me digress here to explain something about these
figures on yield. The potential for honey production is
properly measured in terms of the maximum producing colonies rather than the average because maximum
more nearly reflects good management and/or proper
timing of colony buildup, intentionally or accidentally,

5
a
t

honey

production are given by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Statistical Reporting Service as average
per-colony yields. These yields are much lower than
the maximums because they include colonies without

management, although fewer now than previously.

With the passing of time, beekeepers have generally

practiced better management than they did in the

1920s and 1930s. Thus in the late 1950s and early

1960s, when Wisconsin was among the top four or five
honey-producing states in the United States, average
fluctuated around 75 pounds per colony. In the
though Wisconsin has fallen at times to 10th
better management has kept average yields
the same, though they have become more erratic
120 pounds).
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supers on the hives in the

foreground indicate two-queen management.

Mechanization has reduced yields

obtain the highest level of protein in the plants, a
desirable goal for the dairy farmer, a matter for concern to the beekeeper.
bec
o

What has happened in the past 20 to 25 years?
Changes in agricultural practices. Mechanization, starting with the replacement of the draft horse by the
farm tractor, has enabled the dairy farmer to greatly increase his size of operation. With the horse, frequent
rest periods were necessary, and the size of equipment,

ee
ne
Another change is the increased importance of
chemicals of all kinds. The dense planting of corn that
is now normal precludes mechanical cultivation; herbicides must be used to control weeds. As a result, the
cornfield no longer contains such major nectar sources

plows, cultivators, harvesters, and other implements

as heartsease. In fact, herbicides have even replaced the

was limited. More important to the beekeepers, haying
operations with horses took so much time that the
plants usually came into full bloom before they were
all cut. If showers interfered, the plants might even go

mower in many situations, and large quantities of weed
and brush killers are used along roadsides and railways
where sweetclover and other wild bee plants such as
thistles, milkweed, and mint formerly grew in profu-

to seed. Now, with tractors, the entire job can be done

sion. Partly because of this use of herbicides, which

in short order. If weather is rainy, the hay can still be
cut and used for green chop or haylage. Thus, hay may
never be allowed to come into bloom. In fact, early cutting of alfalfa, just before bloom, is recommended to

made monoculture of such crops as corn possible, a
great array of pesticides has come into use. For instance, farmers previously had to rotate crops to avoid
buildup of damaging insects such as corn rootworm.
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sometimes reached 300 pounds, and two-queen
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colonies under good management was considered a
poor crop. Indeed, with intensive management, yields
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Now with monoculture and no rotation, pesticides
have to be used to control corn rootworm. Another

States. Wisconsin is now a leader in the production of
snap beans and a host of other vegetables for canning.

reason for increased use of pesticides is the desire to

Some of the crops grown

growers of processing crops such as peas or sweet corn

beans

may suddenly find it necessary to achieve control of a
population of pest insects on short notice. When that is
the case, application of pesticides by airplane may be

beekeeper thus can profit substantially where land is
irrigated.

provide flawless fruits and vegetables. Because of this,

the only feasible approach. As land values skyrocket

and farmers can no longer afford to farm, especially

their land is near a city, they sell to those who ean of

if

ford to buy. These new owners, who are usually not

farmers, often lease the land to canning companies

who then increase the acreage of processing crops,

chiefly sweet corn. With this increase, in acreage, there
is an increase in pesticides.

under irrigation are good

honey plants, and crops such as sunflowers and lima
produce copious amounts

of nectar. The

Changes in beekeeping
cet

,

The beekeeping industry itself has changed, and the

future certainly is not all dark.

Chemotherapy is now

used to control some bee diseases with the result that

New |
colonies are healthier and more productive.

hybrid bees, developed by means of artificial insemination, have boosted production. Pollen supplements are

When the pesticide applicator takes to the air, the

used. Management methods are taught through the

beekeeper really has a hard time. Pesticide drift to adjoining fields of blooming alfalfa, clovers, or wild
plants that are being worked by bees brings trouble.
Sometimes, especially during drought, bees gather

universities and through such devices as the
Educational Telephone Network (ETN), all to the
betterment of beekeeping. As Wisconsin agriculture
changes, new forage plants are brought in and new

pollen from sweet corn tassels at precisely the time

areas open. For example, some beekeepers now rent

pesticides must be applied to control corn earworm or
corn borer. Indeed, carbaryl (Sevin), considered one of

their bees to growers for pollination of special crops
such Be cucumbers, cranberries, and apples. Honey

man, is a major problem for the beekeeper. Although
the federal government does provide indemnity
payments to beekeepers who have colony losses due to

ago, partly because of the public’s appreciation for a
truly quality natural product. (But increased costs of
equipment, bees, and labor are the main factors ite

the safest pesticides for warm-blooded animals and

pesticides, such payments have not solved the basic
problem and do not begin to make up for the total

Isecesicustained|

prices are four times higher than they were 30 years

flating honey prices.) Unpredictable weather and im-

proper use of pesticides will, however, continue to in-

crease the gamble for the beekeeper as it does for
agriculture in general.
The situation for honey production can be im-

proved. If state and county roadside planners give

Recent weather: unpredictable
Finally, weather, especially in the 1970s, has been
somewhat less than predictable. Record heat, cold,
rainfall, and drought have predominated. The pattern
of weather one year is nothing at all like the weather
another year and beekeepers have suffered. One can

ntion to the types of plants used in roadside
peal (dnd can ee to Le an effort in this
direction), selecting plants such as sumac, bird’s-foot
trefoil, and vetch that are attractive to bees, a potentially large acreage of unused land could be made available
to the beekeeper. Proper choice of plantings would

build up a colony so the population will be ready to

alleviate the need for use of herbicides on roadsides

take full advantage of a June 14 main honeyflow, but it

and railroad right-of-ways. Likewise, plant breeders

September, or drought may ‘‘burn out” the first bloom
of June-July clover. Also, severe winter weather, especially in late February and March, can have disastrous effects on overwintering colonies.

desired seed
available bee
on biological
on pesticides

is not possible to be sure of getting the flow then.
Chance may put the main flow as late as August or

On the other hand, weather can help the beekeeper.

Drought may make the second or third crop of alfalfa
so short the farmer does not cut it. Instead it is allowed

to bloom and become the important honey crop.
Abundant rain can enhance the nectar potential of the
Trifolium clovers and heartsease.Chemicals,

should select varieties and strains of plants that are attractive to bees in order for them to cross-pollinate the
stocks. Such hybrid plants would add to
forage and cattle feed. Greater emphasis
control methods, rather than dependence
(for example, carbaryl), would help

reduce hazards to bees, and the utilization of repellent
materials along with sprays might greatly reduce bee
loss. If and when all of these avenues are fully utilized,

Wisconsin might well merit distinction as the “land of
milk and honey.”

also, are

not all bad. The higher soil fertility that results from
the use of chemical fertilizers produces better plant
growth which, in turn, can contribute to better nectar
secretion, thus benefiting the bees. Irrigation in the

a
a
aa
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Floyd E. Moeller is research entomologist and research
leader of Bee Management and Entomology Research,

“golden sands’’ area of central Wisconsin has con-

Federal Research, Science and Education Administra-

verted this formerly poor potato-farming area to one of
the richest vegetable-growing areas in the United

tion, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and professor of
entomology, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Tiff

Legacy

Propie of the ‘70s seem to
be turning their attention and ar-

for

the

’70

A description of some exceptional examples of
3
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tistic appreciation more and more

Louis Comfort Tiffany’s stained glass in

A hepa

Milwaukee and Chicago and an account of the

aie thls a

period to turn to

ee

perhaps ought to

pe Mother Nahace-thapeie en

Nouveau. By Art Nouveau I do not
mean the overly delicate and
frivolous consequences of the late
part of this period of decorative art,
but instead the original and typical
objets d’ art created by the masters
who made this period famous in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.
These masters include, among

0s
cae
‘
*
:
verification
of a previously
undescribed
Tiffany
style

lamp °

others: Edward C. Moore, in silver;
John LaFarge, in interiors; and

Ernst Galle and Louis Comfort Tif- _ leaves, but of various stages of
fany, in glass. Tiffany glass refers
growth, budding, unfolding,
not only to a popular style; it is
flowering, and even a suggestion
some of the finest glass in the
here and there of withering. Often —
world. Especially in stained glass
Oriental in style, derived from
was Tiffany artistically supreme.
Japanese and also Moorish and
To understand my point that to
Chinese art, Tiffany glass reflects
appreciate Tiffany's art is parnature in all its forms. He was an __

artistically in colorful, transluscent
glass. And that is why a natural
history museum director, like
myself, can appreciate the gifts of
both of these very great Americans.
Louis Comfort Tiffany (18481943) made a tremendous impact
on the decorative arts. His works

ticularly appropriate today, let us

artistic naturalist (rather than a

examine its character and its
creator’s philosophy. His glass,
bronzes, pottery, and paintings all
show inspiration from nature.

naturalist-artist, such as Audubon). _ highest order of craftsmanship.
As for his philosophy, it simply
Their value to art collectors is high.
stated that one should spend as
Weare left on the antique market a
much of one’s life as possible
dwindling source of Tiffany glass.

were original, beautiful, and of the

Although Tiffany said that realism

searching for the beauty that lies all | Most of the best works are no

was not the object, and that it was
not his intention merely to copy
nature, he nevertheless achieved
remarkable effects in portraying in
a surprisingly realistic way the
availability and beauty of nature,
even with such difficult materials
as bronze and glass. Art Nouveau _
typically shows the variety of life,
not only its individual variety, such
as the infinite shades of green

around us. This is not different
longer for sale. There are, however,
from the philosophy of the great
several fine examples of Tiffany
naturalist, John Muir. They used
glass readily accessible for public
exactly the same words, “in quest
viewing in the Upper Midwest. It is
of beauty.” In photographs they
my purpose here to mention some
were bearded, majestic in pose,
fine examples in Chicago and
even resembled each other, clear
Milwaukee. None of them, unforeyed and regal. One of them elotunately, shows his great appreciaquently wrote down his profound __ tion of nature, although some of
impressions of natural beauty,
them suggest its influence.
whereas the other expressed them
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The first example to be described
is a stained glass dome skylight
suspended in the Chicago
Historical Society Museum, in

Field’s. Described and photographed in The Saturday Book,
1966, three floors with balconies
were tiered above its living room,

Historical Society, and the mansion
razed. The center of the dome
seems to be a huge topaz. The glass
itself in this skylight is not very

downtown

with numerous

typical.

Chicago. This dome,

resembling some of his geometric
lampshades, was once in the ceiling
of a magnificient Moorish mansion _
at Lake Geneva,

Wisconsin,

paintings of Spain

on all the balcony walls. The ceiling
Much more representative of
skylight was “probably the most
Tiffany’s wonderful kinds of glass,
beautiful Tiffany glass dome leftin | and somewhat illustrative of his

built

by Gordon Selfridge of Marshall

the United States.’’ That dome was _

naturalistic style, are the numerous

eventually donated to the Chicago

windows signed Tiffany Studios
housed in the Plymouth

Dome skylight from the mansion of Gordon Selfridge, Lake Geneva,
donated to the Chicago Historical Society by Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Whiti
8
VIG
:
He:

Congregational Church near the
Unie ah Wisconsin:
Milwaukee campus. One of these
windows, the great one in the choir
loft, is magnificent. The reflection
of sun and sky on water, the rays of

ao)

light descending through clouds,
the green, sun-dappled grass stems,
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glass in the robe of the angel are as
technically clever and naturally
realistic as the blooms of iris and

the fruiting grapes are absolutely
lovely.
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In the electric light display on the
first floor of the Milwaukee Public
Museum is a most unusual and
very beautiful lamp. The shade
contains the blotched greenish

:\

leaves and purple fruit of the

ee

grapes, and thereby resembles a

more common Tiffany pattern
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called “‘Grapevine and Lattice.’’ Yet
this museum shade has no lattice in
its design, and the lower border of
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snort that this lamp ought
removed from the museum
ecology exhibit put in, but
opinion there is nothing in

to be
and an
in my
the

museum more enchanting and ar-

tistically more natural than this
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: the most expenall, ‘Wisteria.’’ Peothis very lovely lamp
at a distance. Such

lamps were not intended for small
rooms, and when seen in dim light
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Finally, a Tiffany window is on
display in the gem room of the Field
Museum of Natural History in
Chicago.

This window

shows

fishes and a mermaid submerged in
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/15
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the green sea. The window is set
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too high to be properly noticed, and

suffers from very poor light, but I

9

dow reportedly was in Tiffany's
personal studio for many years.

deleted as too imaginative and too
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works in the Upper Midwest by

Tiffany who used stained glass in
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the flowers of the shade were also
considered tulips. Eventually, as I
learned that Tiffany’s botanical
knowledge was immense or at least
—that his observational powers were

surprisingly acute, I began to study
my lamp as a scientist should, with
attention to botanical

characteristics.

Once the scatterings of blue in

Bae

Nee

high gloss base, and for a long time

observed only white and yellow
ater lilies in the Midwest, I

Chr

a

a Chicago millionaire, consisting of
a beautiful floral shade and a large,
black pottery base (Dickinsware).
Orange tulips are painted upon the

summer;
te

Pye
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CY

By good fortuneI acquired a fine
lamp, formerly in the possession of

the generally green stylized border
were perceived to be water, the
flowers and lily pads were im—_ mediately recognizable as belonging to aquatic plants. Obviously
dicots, which fact alone ruled out
__ the tulip, the illuminated blossoms
were pink or yellowish. Having
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Detail of the iris from the church
window.
Detail of the lamp in the electric
light display on the first floor of the
Milwaukee Bublic Nuseunt

'

infinite detail and variety for an ap-

ate
:

1

the canvas.
There may be other splendid

As has been seen, the study of

Tiffany's signed works provides

unsigned work to sharpen percep‘On.
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Plymouth Church; and there is
probably no mansion in this region

an
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is a stained glass

important ones I know about, and
they provide some of the finest examples from which we can learn of
his artistic gifts and his lofty
philosophy. In my opinion, there is
no Tiffany lampshade, even the
famous “Wisteria,” that equals in
beauty and art the lamp displayed

J
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orange, fresh-water goldfish! Tif-

although the painting is more

’

in

that could surpass in elegance the

el mv

se

window

~~ Moorish showplace recently
destroyed at Lake Geneva.

The Tiff
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other marine life on the ocean floor,

colorful and realistic, the windowis
much more mystical and fantastic,
with translucent light resembling a
realistic lighting effect of an underwater environment. As Tiffany
wrote in 1893, “In the American
system the glass window under the
hand of the artist is like a picture on

i
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In any event the music and the
painting tell the same story. The
painting is fairly large, very
realistic, with sea anemones and

fany’s window
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fantastic as his Sadko

the Field Museum; there is no other
Aus, {place to observe the incredible
j a
variety of types of glass he in-
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from which Tiffany’s window took
its inspiration. Repin of course is a

Russian painter and probably
Rimsky-Korsakov saw his painting.
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in splendor and magnificence, was
a painting, reportedly by Repin,
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trite. But while visiting the State
Russian Museum, in Leningrad, a

maid. However, Repin’s fish is an
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no other window in the area that
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This reference to RimskyKorsakov’s Sadko I very nearly

one fantastically elegant mermaid
front and center, with others
grouped behind. And, asin the Tiffany window, a large fish is slowly
swimming about the beautiful mer-
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of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sadko when
I study this oceanic fantasy of
Louis Comfort Tiffany. This win-
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solicited help from Dr. Robert

_‘Freckmann, curator of the Museum
Herbarium, and learned from him

of the pink Oriental lotus. Oriental
~SCopiants are very characteristic of
Tiffany’s work. The perplexing
large centers of the open blossoms
ere now readily identified as seed
cones. Several life stages are
shown, and the carefully selected
glass incredibly resembles the living lotus. For example, as the petals

of a living lotus fold back they
often become white, the adjacent
folding leaves partly white. In
several blossoms of glass these
details are clearly evident. Dr. Egon
Neustadt

has mentioned

examples

of Tiffany lamps which show comparable realistic shading:
“Dogwood,” “Hollyhock,” and
others.
My shade is not signed, and
whether or not Tiffany designed it
remains a mystery. Dr. Robert
Koch states in personal correspondence that the craftsman was _
under Tiffany's influence and
“completely

familiar with his

ring; the sensitive selection of glass
to show faded and partially faded
petals and to show shadow; the
conformance of lead to the glass instead of fitting the glass into lead
frames;

and distinctive

“fibrillations’’ on several pieces of
glass. Several characteristics seem
consistent with his work: Oriental
flower; the ingenious and realistic
form of the seed cones; numerous
kinds of green glass, all
polychromatic but of very different
striations and shades of green; and
Utilization of several stages of
development of the blossoms. Opposed to these characteristics are

style.” Neustadt comments, also in
personal correspondence, that if I

the following: there is no signature
and most Tiffany lamps (but not all

described

by any means) are signed;

the glass correctly it

“appears genuine.” The Tiffany

there is

no other like this one known;

and

stock of glass is distinctive but was __ there is no reported lamp which has
available to some of his employees.

purple blossoms that become

Neustadt mentioned that none of

yellow, although Neustadt reported

fany had blossoms with petals quite

changes from red to yellow. Koch,

the water lily lamps signed by Tifso elongate or sparse in number.

Tiffany dichromic glass that

the world’s greatest authority on

This fact had bothered me also,

Tiffany glass, for whose en-

although mounted specimens of

couragement I am most grateful,

lotus in the herbarium do closely

states that my lamp was not made

resemble the glass blossoms. My

by Tiffany's major competitors

five-year-old son told me he found
a picture of our lamp in Koch's

who produced leaded lamps, namely Handel, Bigelow and Duffner,

Glass, published in 1966. I refused
to believe him, of course, having

possibility remains that a former
employee of Tiffany may have ob-

book, Louis C. Tiffany, Rebel in

and Kimberly. The remote

carefully looked at every lamp pictured in that book. But he was
probably right; in a color plate of a _

tained the glass and made the lamp.
In retrospect, the search for the
identification of flower and lamp

the four seasons (summer), several
lotus plants are shown which do
resemble the blossoms on our lamp.

lotus and much about the genius
and botanical accuracy of Tiffany.
And the use of an herbarium collec-

blossoms of a lotus lamp portrayed
in Bing’s Artistic America, Tiffany
Glass and Art Nouveau.
There are numerous attributes of |
this lamp which are Tiffany's: the

deed.
The appreciation of nature is not
confined to scientists and conserVationists. Louis Comfort Tiffany,
America’s foremost maker of fine

small rectangles around the border;

glassware, who practiced and

the natural profusion of colorful
blooms in three repetitions (totaling 27 blossoms); the
polychromatic glass, every piece

preached a ‘quest of beauty” in art
inspired by nature, would have
been at home in the ’70s.

wonderful stained glass window of _ has taught me something about the

They

are similar to some of the

tion in such a matter is unusual in-

“marbleized’’; numerous dichromic 9 —————__

blossoms which change color from

Charles

purple to pink and from purple to
yellow when illuminated; the metal
heat cap fitting between the aperture of the lamp and metal support

zoologist, is director of the
Museum of Natural History and
professor of biology at UWStevens Point.

Long,

a

vertebrate
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Lewis and Carl Sandburg, were un-

pictured, a terra incognito over
which the foreign traveler was to be
The steep staircase inthe narrow __ hurried to and from the tourist
alley rose between overhanging
marvels of both coasts.
buildings and opened onto a street
Yet perhaps the score was even.
of shops: asaddler’s, a bookseller’s, | Back country England where we
a china dealer's, and a pub with a_ —
were standing would be equally
red “‘Courage’’ sign. On the right
neglected in the travel folders of an
an intersecting street wound up to
American agency. Guildford, with
the ruins of a Norman

castle with

terraced gardens and on the left

its Norman

ruins, rates three

paragraphs in the English Blue

another street led to a cluster of

Book,

coffee shops. Next to the coffeepastry shop where we lunched was _
a travel agency. The window was
filled with photomurals of
America: panoramic views of
Golden Gate, Grand Canyon,
Manhattan, Miami Beach, very
smartly done. And yet it bothered

guides. Yet, down the hill from the
travel agency on the banks of the
Wey, lie a regional theatre of some
distinction and on the hill to the
west, a new cathedral and a university with the usual blue-jeaned
students. The stores and shops in
the old section are fascinating and

surely the most detailed of

me, not because of what the exhibit

several of the restaurants would

showed but what it did not show.
The small towns and farms of the
great midlands of the United States

meet the approval of a very dis_criminating diner. On Thursday,
friends had taken us to lunch in

born and lived, the

one, a restored country house set in

country of Mark Twain, Sinclair

where

I was

the midst of spacious gardens. The

“To be a rational searcher abroad one should do
one’s homework first.””
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Photos courtesy British Tourist Authority

entree was poached salmon fresh
from Scotland, the dessert, local
strawberries topped with whipped
cream, and the service impeccable.
Yet, the establishment is not listed
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The street wound up to the ruins of a Norman castle.

at the inn. We were at once
and still very alive to the
differences: old ladies on
knees hand-clipping tiny
children in neat uniforms

at home
their
lawns,
on their

in the red Guide and the inn where

way

we are staying is too small even to
be considered. There each morning
a stout cook who could have
doubled for that role in the BBC
television series “‘Upstairs-Downstairs,” clucked softly as she set

gentleman who really said ‘jolly
good.”

to school, and an old

person who cannot go up to a
stranger and introduce oneself for a
round of conversation? It is easy if
one is searching for something.
| Everywhere, strangers come to the
aid of a rational searcher, be he

before us a service of strong tea, hot

Who hasn’t at some time been
herded along on a tour, marshalled
in and out of buses? ‘‘What’s the

—_ time now? How long are we here?

after things, places, or people. To
be a rational searcher abroad one
should do one’s homework first,
beginning at the library and following those leads with a bit of conversation or correspondence.

water, and cold milk, as well as
bacon and eggs and the
conventional toast and orange
marmalade. There we met an
Irish couple who were going
down to London to see their son
graduate from the Open University
and there also an Australian kept

Where is the next stop?” And who
hasn’t been pushed into souvenir
shops which the world over seem to
buy from the same dealer. Or
driven past people on the streets
and in other vehicles who were
pointed out as natives? Natives
who spoke to natives as tourists

_ago when we searched for roots in
the back country of Norway,
Scotland, and England. The tourist
summer was winding down when
we arrived, and outside of the airports we were alone with nary a
tour guide or bus in sight. In
Norway we met Nils and Aagot

us up-to-date on the games

spoke to tourists.

Kvale. Nils had retired to the old

at

Wimbleton.
Why was this business trip so
pleasant? Perhaps because we had

We began that way two years

house on the farm where his and
Travel without talking with the — my ancestors had lived for over 300
people—one might as well watch a
_years. From the yard we could look

ceased being tourists when we got

movie without the sound! But how

off the airport bus and checked in

does one speak when one is ashy _ deepest lake in Europe, stretching

down

on Tinnsjo,
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eastward in the brilliant sun. Below _
us, at its western tip, were the roofs
of the church and school at Atraa.
Above us was the Hardangervida
with its mountain pastures and the _

coast. We identified faded
stone wall. A clock adorned its
photographs of a grandfather as a — square tower. In the church yard
child and sawstiffly-posed pictures | we traced names of my forebears
of Scottish aunts and uncles. We
on the black-slated stones: Cort,
inspected the scrupulously kept
Dexter, and Fellowes, and given

great herd of reindeer. Most of the
young men at that moment were up

garden, saw the bowling green, and
climbed to the windswept war

there hunting. Nils’ dark-brown,

Hover

old i

rel

memorial.

eee

See ee e e ater in
ee ae een
section of the Folkemuseum
:
: in
Oslo.
A
small
fire
burned
in
the:
:
:
fireplace.
Aagot
piled the tableae with
food:
1
intoestt

le fruarranasiaar Aa debian

field,
had cured,
fresh f ham they
th
ete trout

resh

from

the mountain stream

that plunged
cliff almost
behind
the h down aBréad:
anal
enn

e

Nouse.

names like James and John repeated
over and over. The vicar, who fit

-Preatecioe

pastries followed with a special
treat, multir i berries,: picked high; in
the mountains. With coffee Nils
talked of many things: the Euro-

the description given in most Vic-

In the industrially-blighted

a ne

English midlands we found the uns
spoiled
hamlet that my great grand4
mother had described
to me when I
:
was a boy of seven. In the winter
I

ea

ue

Tough the
500-year-old sanctuary
with
its strange,
wt
18&, old relics and ancient wall paintings.
In the
vestry,
L
2
where
a succession
k
see piceof vicars had

spent with her, I heard many times

SPE LECOLGS Of

Dap USINe

a.

her account of the retreat of the

marriages,
oe

;
i
which
she had witnessed,
and of

baptism
the 1840s. In it
h ledger ion for “Eli

her earlier voyage

from England.

was

back for hundreds

of years,’’

sotihern Goon tromiedyeoae

and funerals
in their ap1
found

propriate journal, we
the notation

found

the —

iza Jane,

-

“Ta the le Villacee oeiGreal
aes records are kept
Bawden the family
inthe oldie onechur Nenelney ec
”

daughter of Mary and John Cort.
I had confirmed
my great grand,
mother’s memory.
Vicars, gardeners, yard foremen,

;
church, the Norwegian commandos

:
:
often said.
A little
village
itUae is—so
small [lecehed that nae
bo

retired farmers,

who in 1942 blew up the Germanoccupied heavy water factory nine
miles away, his children now, and
our family tree. The last he wrote
down for me in his neat hand. It

Leicestershire man has ever heard
efit
:
As we walked down the winding
lane between hedge-skirted cot-

Through them comes an understanding of the towns and
byways, the roots of a nation. With
them the landscape has a present
and a past and travel has taken on

pean common market, the old stave

showed that he and I were sixth
cousins both descended from Ole

Torsteinson who had been born in
1669 and who had farmed the fields
outside the house where we were
sitting.
In Scotland north of the Firth of
Forth at the mouth of the River Tay
is Dundee. Most of its old factories
are ominously still and its houses
monotonously alike. But great oil
rigs are building in the harbor and
each house has a rose garden.

A street of shops.
.

:

days when the big yards were
operating and of holidays in sunny
Brighton on the English south
20/Wisconsin Academy Review/June 1978
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11 o’ clock. The dessert was a

declined.
While there, we heard of the

the full four dimensions.

the lane and it was. Almost hidden
Oe
eee
by old beeches, the gray stone
Robert P. Hanson is a professor of
structure was surrounded by a
bacteriology and veterinary science
graveyard and guarded by a low
at UW-Madison.

house that his parents had built and

perfect trifle, the ultimate in Scottish sweets. Then we were given the
front bedroom on the second floor
and sank into a feather mattress so
deep that we were almost afraid to
pull over the ample comforter. The
offered electric fire was politely

‘i
innkeepers—these

are the essence of a country.

tages I instinctively knew that the
old church would be at the fork in

Beatrice and Don live in a Victorian

furnished. We had missed the first
train from Newcastle, but they
waited up and served us dinner at

she
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an excerpt from
a short story
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by Daniel P. Kunene
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It was impossible to be a part of that multitude and
still feel individual impulses and instincts. Like a tiny
droplet in a gigantic, wave, Velile Madiba, thirty-two
years old and of excellent physique, was carried by the
sheer momentum of the crowd in that memorable
march on the fifth day of April, nineteen hundred and
sixty. He did not know

knew

a lot more

then, but later, newspaper

about shoes than many

ST

ES SE

ST

take it no more.” Then

they turned to go home. That’s

all. Then sudden as lightening, the machine-gun fire!
Seventy dead, maybe more; hundreds injured.
Frightened by a show of unity, those policemen.
But now why, why were they marching back? Velile
could not banish the nagging question. They shouldn’t
be marching back without anything, he argued. Ah,
Walmer Estate. Middle class Coloureds live here.
Coloureds don’t carry passes—middle class, poor,
educated, illiterate, fair, dark: no passes. They’re not
white, though. No white rights for them. No coloured
tights for Blacks. Divide and rule. That's it. A stupendous trick. No Coloureds in this march ‘cause
Coloureds don’t carry passes. But No white rights is
No white rights. No other way to look at it. Have they

of

taken the bait, the Coloureds? Velile recalled visiting a

those white salesgirls they employ. But he was just one
of those nameless, “‘lazy,’’ ignorant’ natives. Take
yesterday morning. In comes a customer, she is shown
a shoe. Is it leather or some synthetic compound? she
asks. The ““expert’’ young saleslady grins and goes

Coloured girl friend in Walmer Estate once. Middle
class. Whiter-than-thou attitude. Sickening. Affected
unawareness of drop-of-white-blood. More sickening.
Sour grapes? Maybe if he had the money and the
privileges he would do the same? Ach, sickening. Mid-

traipsing to her supervisor. Disgraceful. You could tell

dle class? Middle cushion. Should be called shock-

that thing from a mile away—plastic!
Men on strike. Men protesting. Velile surveyed the
crowd in front of him within his eye’s reach. Nothing
so impressive as when their jackets are slung over their
shoulders, especially when they are just grimy enough
to give them dignity—somewhat frayed at the elbow.
Frightened white faces, he thought—unusual. Black
faces frightened, pleading; defiant black faces,
threatened, abused, despised—one’s used to that.
Blacks even make fun of it—sometimes. But frightened

absorber class? He was amused, he smiled. Blacks’ cars
always seem to have trouble with their shockabsorbers. Many weekend sidewalk mechanics in the
ghetto. Stolen parts. If it fits it’s OK. You can tell a
black man’s car in the dark. Just too many foreign
noises. The whole ghetto is littered with them, a kind
of sprawling automobile hospital! Still prestigious,
though: a sick car in front of an unhealthy concrete
square box of a dump. When your papers are wrong
you're dumped. Resettlement Camps: barren, body

white faces! Frightened by Blacks in a solid, united

and spirit waste

presence. Doesn’t happen often. Imagine shops locked
and bolted as the crowd marched to the city. Armoured
trucks forming a ring round the Houses of Parliament,
yet not so much as a pistol oe these thousands. In-

turn into compost.
Walmer Estate. They'd passed there earlier going to
the city, to parliament, With demands: No more passes!
And now Walmer Estate again, this time to their left.

credible. We can do it, he told

himself. Freedom

away.

You're just a thing, ready to

They’re still pass-carriers. Must take months to

through unity.

TE

TE

they stood, handed over their passes to the police,
made their little speeches. Passes make you homeless,
tell you where you may or may not work, whom you
may or may not visit, why you should be here, why
you shouldn’t
be there—speeches to tell the police what
they already knew; speeches to say, “We ain’t gonna

reports said there were sixty thousand people who
took part in that march; some unofficial estimates said
it was closer to one hundred thousand. Velile was not
conscious of moving his legs as the crowd overflowed
De Waal Drive on its meandering way back to the
ghetto called Nyanga Bantu Township. Still a march,
orderly, solid, purposeful, determined, even though
marching away from the target now. Why? He could
not help wondering.
Great to feel noticed, he thought, to feel part of a
great force. Today they consider us a threatening black
tide. Tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, some day
soon, they must respect us as individual human
beings. Why, at the shoe store where he worked, he,
Madiba,

EE

organize a protest march of this magnitude. The

That’s what frightened them at Sharpeville: Men,
women, sixteen year olds—just think of it, having to

leaders should have been adamant. Should have refused
to be sidetracked. Have they been? The people could

carry permission papers from the age of sixteen!—there

have sat there in passive resistance. Camped there for
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days, if necessary. Gone to toilet there. Everything.
Think of it. Piles of the stuff at the scenic entrance to
the white man’s city. They’d have had to give in. A
century of pass-carrying smothered to death under a
mountain of shit. Velile laughed under his breath. He

PS

TO

RE

there holding one shoe in her hand, asking his opinion
whether the shoe is brown or tan. Seldom ask his opinion, especially in front of customers, even though
they know he knows all about shoes, about leather. His
father was an expert tanner. Well, Velile looks up to

became serious again as he thought, we had them. We

see the shoe. Sarie catches her breath, drops the shoe

had them off their balance. But now going back
without as much as a promise. And the Whites were
frightened. For once they were really frightened. Still
are. Something’s wrong.
_ Spectators everywhere. That girl sitting on that roof,
just as if she’d never heard the word modesty. Hypnotized by the crowd, no doubt. Frightened. Forgotten

and blushes. Nearly falls off the ladder. Very funny.
Velile smiled faintly as he remembered the incident.
She wore a pink, brief panty. She never looked at him
again for the rest of that day.
Wonder whether the head of the march has reached
the Old Dutch Mill yet. That’s where we turn off De
Waal Drive towards Mowbray. He thinks, Yes, that

how

she’s sitting.

eee

Or is it true white girls never care

Velile had seen them many times. He had

wondered.
He looked to the right. Table Mountain. Wonder
how old it is? A mighty mountain. The university,
suiet on. a
en side a the
eee still a of
sight. Beautiful,

with

Devil’s Peak

towering

in the

must be the vanguard

veering left—oh

yes, it is.

There’s the young leader. Fancy, only twenty-one or

y

ae

‘
:
ee

marched into town. This young man, Marumo, had
stopped the march just outside the city, had been
hoisted on to the shoulders of two husky men,

voice

background. Some black men, two or three, maybe
four, teach white students there—and some black
students. What does it matter? If a man is ignorant he
is ignorant, if he knows he knows. White, black,
coloured—one must live here, the other must live there.
Imagine that! And those white MPs sit a whole half
year-in parliament making laws just for that: Stop!
Go! Warning! You can’t go through this door, go

hoarse from many days of addressing meetings. He
had instructed the crowd: “Wait here while I 20 with
Halfaedoven mentite ceclean inteciiene With tne
Minister of Justice.” Many had been too far to hear his
words, they had strained their ears. The overpowering
silence of that mighty crowd, almost too heavy for the
emotions. ‘Be completely quiet. Do not move. Do not
obstruct the traffic. Do not let them say that we

can only sleep with that one. What the hell! Isn’t a girl
a girl! That girl on the roof forgetting the way she’s sitting. Guess they’re all like that, these white girls.
Yet at the shoe store when they have to climb up
that ladder to bring down a pair of shoes and you have
to hold the ladder for them—you can only hold ladders,
carry heavy bundles, deliver to customers—you're
holding the ladder and she’s up there, you have to look
down. Strange. One thought they didn’t care. Afraid
of their men. That's it. Cooped up with a black man all
day in that shoe store. Imagine what could happen.
And the government is trying to stop more first
generation Coloureds being born. The Immorality Act.
The Mixed Marriages Act. That damn supervisor.
Never takes his eyes off you when a girl’s up there and

graveyard.”
f
:
Bie:
i
The smell of perspiration! That's good. These men
marching. Imagine if someone suddenly sprinkled
gallons of eau de cologne OM this crowd. The entire
mood would change dramatically. Nothing like
perspiration to show determination: I’m busy. I’m
perspiring. I smell it. That's good. By the sweat of thy
brow was the best thing that ever happened to Adam.
Eden. Garden of Eden. Must have been boring before
the knowledge of good and evil: Get up, eat, stroll
through the trees and flowers, stroke lions and
elephants, eat, sleep. I’d commit suicide. Sit there alone
naked with a naked woman, and just sit! That serpent
must be venerated. We're free! We're people! Thanks

through that one. You can’t sleep with this girl, you

you’re holding the ladder. Bet he often wishes he could

hold the ladder himself. Ach, I take a quick peek
whenever I can. Velile felt a surge of his manhood.
After all, he rationalized, they say the eyes simply
spread themselves over, but they never consume that
which belongs to someone else.
Funny that day. Very funny. This salesgirl—what’s
her name?—Sarie,

that’s right. Young,

very girlish,

lively. Tantalizingly naive. Velile was suddenly flooded with heat as he thought how thrilling it would be to
“break her in,’ as he put it. Sarie, that day, stands up
SE TS

a I

a
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provoked trouble. Be as silent as people going to the

to the serpent. We earn our keep by the sweat of our

brow. Good serpent. That was Adams initiation into
manhood: Procreate. Earn your keep. Work. Sweat of
thy brow. Eat with dignity, starve with dignity. Oh,
the smell of perspiration! That's good.
Why did they refuse to give Marumo a hearing?
Lead the masses back to the ghetto first, they said, and
they would let him see the Minister of Justice later this

afternoon. Sabotage? Betrayal? Velile’s fears were
growing.
Occasionally the march

would
I

come

to a halt, but
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only briefly, so that when those in the middle stopped,
the leading ranks had already begun to walk again, the
complete movement reminding one of a giant crawling
earthworm.

furiously there. Ships sometimes get ripped off their
moorings and go adrift. The Southeaster. The thrill of
it. Excitement. Violence. Destruction. Must be the gale
that blew Bartholomew Diaz fourteen days into the

Strange, when you give your black brother or sister
hospitality when they do not have permission papers
to be there, they say you harbour them. Something intriguing about words. The power of words. Look how
they choose words that turn your innocent acts into
crimes. Black man and white wife or white man and
black wife who married before that Mixed Marriages
Act thing commit an immoral act by sleeping together!
That's what the Immorality Act says. Think of it. Six
months in parliament making a law that declares love
an immoral thing. The perversion of words. Married
people with affairs outside their homes are not committing an immoral act if they are both the same
colour—at least there is no law that says they
shouldn’t. Certainly not the Immorality Act. Oh yes,
harbouring. Table Bay Harbour. Those furious, gusty

death the day the Cape of Storms (poor Bartholomew)
became the Cape of Good Hope. That damn Henry the
Fifth (Sixth, Seventh, who cares?). The Southeaster.
Many women look forward to its coming, buy special
underwear for it, expensive, attractive, and the
Southeaster caresses their legs and lifts up their skirts
right up to their heads. Sometimes throws them down
as it sighs and roars and moans. You should hear their
shrieks. Sheer ecstasy. And they go home exhausted.
It’s a shame, almost a tragedy, if one should die
without ever having wrestled with the Southeaster.
_ Spectators at all vantage points on Klipfontein
Road, past the Coloured townships of Athlone,
Gleemoor, Bonteheuvel, Jakkalsvlei, Welcome Estate.
Less and less classy, till downright poor, yet Coloured
nonetheless. Spectators in a War of Liberation! They

October and April. The Southeaster. Always accompanied by that pure white cloud spilling over Table
Mountain. The table cloth, they call it. Apt name, table

Nyanga Bantu Township at last.
For the first time those who, like Velile, had been in
the middle of the crowd, and those to the front, saw

To the left, glimpses of the sea. Table Bay Harbour.

winds that come to this peninsula on-and-off between

open seas. Should’ve blown him farther out. It was our

don’t carry passes. Has the fish taken a bite of the bait?

on their

cloth. That wind, fancy, throws people off their feet.

what had been following them all the way

was waiting for him in the strange new house. Her

peaceful march brought us war? One by one the sirens

You can recline at quite an angle, resting on the wind,
while the table cloth is, who knows? smothering an unwary climber under its heavy folds. Reclining against
the wind. Velile remembered the story of a young
priest, new in Cape Town, a few days only, cycling,
leaning heavily on the Southeaster. The wind suddenly
dropped and the young priest swerved violently in
front of an omnibus following close behind.
Treacherous wind. He was killed instantly. His wife

homeward march. Army trucks, landrovers, saracens
began careening past the entrance to Nyanga Bantu
Township as the rearguard of the march went through
the gate. The shrill wailing of the sirens seemed to
come from above and below and all sides at the same
time. It was like hell suddenly breaking loose. The
marchers craned their necks. Women, children, old
people all came rushing out of their houses. Everyone's
face seemed to be asking the same question: Has the

children too. When she was given the report she told
them they were lying. Never shed a tear, never spoke

trailed off their wailing to a lower key, to silence. What
in the name of Jesus! Velile was shocked. Soldiers leapt

into convulsions of weeping.
The harbour. That place called the Foreshore, they
say it was once part of the sea. Then Hitler's war came,
and they had to have a deep harbour, suitable for
warships. Sea-sand had to be dredged up to the shore
to let the water recede and get deeper. Black workers,
and chestthey say, worked long ee

with guns and fixed bayonets. Policemen ran in all
directions, wearing riot gear. In the twinkling of an eye
the entire ghetto was laid under military siege.
Betrayed! Betrayed! kept flashing through Velile’s
mind. Yes, he had known it all the time, felt it in his
bones. March there and march back without so much
as a promise.

another word. And on the day he was buried she went

died. Jan van
in water. Many got sick and
deep
icbesel: the Dutchman—brought history to South

off their vehicles and took strategic points, complete

“

My

See

fted by

‘

th

1

Africa in 1652—landed much closer. Waterkant Street,
now about a mile from the harbour. That’s where he
landed, a mile closer. Civilization was unloaded one

y the gentle
Even as Marumo's voice pee He te
al
ae
y a oth
breeze, a droning was nae
helicopters approached like giant flies. They came an

us history and the pass. Jesus Christ! The missionaries
too. Ironical how one even swears by their Lord. That
Foreshore was underwater. The wind blows most

“Please, my countrymen, listen carefully.”
Sharpeville, Sharpeville, thought Velile. Another
Sharpeville so soon?

mile closer in 1652. That man, van Riebeeck, brought
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“Stay within your houses, off the streets. Be quiet.
Do not riot. We are besieged.””
Sharpeville. They wouldn’t dare. Such an outcry
after Sharpeville, from all parts of the world. They
wouldn’t dare. Not so soon.
“But I’m going for my promised appointment.”
Velile could feel the shock beginning to wear off
from

the crowd,

almost as suddenly

as it had come.

Now replaced by strong vibrations of defiance and
anger. The mood was infectious. Sharpeville isn’t
terror, he thought. Sharpeville is anger. Sharpeville is
determination. Sharpeville is...
“T will come back this afternoon, tonight maybe...””
Come

back, young Messiah, you must come back.

“and you will receive from my bag whatever it
may contain, be it bitter, be it sweet.’’
The crowd had swelled considerably as the women,
the children, and the elderly joined it, Those giant flies
up there, Velile wondered. What are they doing? Will
they drop bombs?
“TE it is sweet, we shall all share it, we shall rejoice,
we shall make offerings and libations to the spirits of
our ancestors.”
There were loud cheers and shouts from the crowd.
Good, Velile reflected, the shock is wearing off quickly.
He felt better. Weird, that voice, those shouts, accompanied by the whirr of the giant flies.
Marumo shouted, ““Amandla!’’ and, with raised,
clenched right fists, the crowd roared its response,
“Ngawethu! Power! It’s ours! Excellent, thought
Velile. Excellent. He told himself his own fear was
abating too. But at the same time a deeper fear arose;
the picture of his sick child kept flashing in his mind.
His firstborn.
“My countrymen,” Marumo’s voice was still
fighting strong, though hoarse, ‘what I bring in my
bag may be bitter.” His facial expression had changed.
It registered pain and anguish, but his voice carried the
same conviction as before, greater determination, if
anything. “Then what do we do?” he asked rhetorically, simultaneously holding his two clenched fists just
below his chin, and there was a mighty, long-drawnout roar of “‘Strike!!’’ Velile shouted too. But he felt a
hollowness inside him. Oh, how he hated himself for
it. He tried to banish the thoughts that came crowding
in: Chronically sick child. Wife expecting another.
Medical bills. If he loses his job? The furniture he is
still paying off. They'll take it away and those people

who have been so envious will laugh at him. Nice to

know someone’s envious of you. You have something
he doesn’t:
Marumo

smiled and continued, “My countrymen,

something tells me I might not return from where I’m
going.” His voice nearly faltered, but he quickly
regained his self-control. After all, it was for him to
SS
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keep up the morale of the protesters. ‘If that
happens...,’” he made the same gesture as before, and
again the roar went up into the sky, “Strike!!!” Velile
did not feel right in his stomach. He just had not been
able to bring himself to say that word with conviction.
Would he ever be able to live with himself if Gugu, his
beloved daughter, died for lack of medicines and
proper diet? After all, he rationalized, the revolution

needs strong, healthy people. You have to eat to be
strong. You need money to eat. You must work...
“My brothers and sisters, my fathers and mothers,
my countrymen! I have said it many times before, and
I leave you with the same word as I go: A strike means
not going to work. It does not mean violence, it does

not mean stopping by force those who choose to go to
work. We shall call them cowards. We shall call them
deserters. We shall call them traitors. But don’t lay on
them as much as your little finger. They will be judged
by history as those who turned against the struggle at
its hour of greatest need. They will be judged by their
children.”
Velile winced.
“A strike does not mean taking to the streets in a
riotous manner; it does not mean throwing a stone at a
policeman, or breaking the window of a building. It
means staying at home instead of being at work. Don’t
let them say that we provoked violence. We know
they will say it, but it will be good to know and to tell
the world that they are liars in addition to being oppressors.””
A tumultuous applause thundered back the crowd's
affirmation.
“There will be sacrifices, there will be suffering.
People will go without food, some will be thrown in
jail, some will be tortured, some indeed will pay the
supreme penalty—death!”” He paused and surveyed
the crowd. There was silence. Sharpeville! Sharpeville!
throbbed with increasing intensity in Velile’s head.
Not another massacre. Gugu
ee oe die—not from
sickness, not from a policeman’s bullet. Nothing must
touch her.
:
:
pe
“Yet, my countrymen, there is an idea floating in the
wind; that idea is freedom, Freedom, FREEDOM!!!”
And FREEDOM wae roared by a million throats. This
only made it worse for Velile. He wondered, A feeling
of guilt began to gnaw away at his insides.
You cannot starve an idea to submission, you cans
not put an idea in jail, you cannot torture an idea, you

cannot kill an idea—not with swords, not with bullets,

not with bombs!”
from the crowd.

Another endless, echoing shout

‘‘Go home, my friends, ’” Marumo

concluded, “think freedom, speak Freedom, dream

FREEDOM. Our day has come!
Daniel P. Kunene is a professor of African language

and literature at UW-Madison.
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Dear Sirs:

Under separate cover I am returning to you a green satin
bedspread, price $20.00, which was bought on account of my aunts,
the Misses Elsie, Fannie, Libby, Ruth, and Grace Leslie. In view of

the fact that this is the third article of some size which has been
returned by them within the past few weeks, I feel some explanation
is required.
My aunts are faced with the problem of choosing a wedding present for a young lady of whom they are very fond. This young girl is
marrying a young man who is just getting started in life, and these
young people need just about everything when they start
housekeeping. This is unfortunate because it means that almost
anything my aunts think of is sure to be something this young couple can use.
The last time I came to town, which was about a month ago, there
was considerable discussion on the matter. At that time Aunt Elsie,
who is the oldest and quite sentimental, wanted to buy an alabaster
statue of Cupid with a bow and arrow. She felt that since these
young people would not be able to afford any luxuries for a long
time, such a gift would be most welcome, and would always remind
them of the beauty of love. I don’t think the other aunts showed

much enthusiasm for a Cupid, but they agreed.

Although the one you sent was really most attractive, Aunt Grace
put her foot down when it came. It was the nakedness and then, as
you may remember, he was a little boy. Aunt Elsie finally gave in on

that score. She did not want people thinking things about her, as
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Aunt Grace implied they might.
Their uncertainty as to a proper gift arises from their lack of experience with romance and weddings. Of them all, Aunt Ruth is the
only one who really ever had an offer. The other aunts may have had
nibbles now and then, but nothing they can throw up to each other
and be proud of. Of course Aunt Ruth’s romance took place a long
time ago—she is now 68—but I understand it was a Real Experience.
Aunt Grace pooh poohs the whole thing and it is likely she is still
jealous. After all, she is younger than Aunt Ruth by a year, which
makes it hard. But that is beside the point.
Aunt Elsie is said to have been interested in a minister once, but he

was a Lutheran and our family has always been Baptist. So you can
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understand why nothing happened. Aunt Fannie accuses her now
and then of wanting to give up religion for love, but such remarks
only make Aunt Elsie feel important, which is not why they are
made.
But to get back to the Cupid. The real fact of the matter is, that except for Aunt Elsie, the others don’t care about romance any more.
That and—well you know why—is the reason they decided to return
it.

You will remember they then ordered a set of Shakespeare. This
was Aunt Ruth’s idea. She is the literary member of the family. It is
said her romance was shattered over a passage in Shakespeare;
Hamlet, to be exact. I do not think Hamlet was a fortunate choice for
discussion. It is such an unhappy play. And I am inclined to agree
with Aunt Grace that Hamlet would never have married Ophelia
even if she had lived.
To make a long story short, however, Aunt Ruth persuaded the
other aunts that a set of Shakespeare would be a suitable gift. She of
course was thinking of the past. But no one had a better idea and so
they gave in.
When the books arrived Aunt Ruth was delighted and looked up
the quotation which had shattered her romance right away. But it fell
flat because none of the aunts would guess who had said it. As a
matter of fact, it was neither Hamlet nor Ophelia. It was the stepfather. Aunt Elsie says one should always be careful with relatives
by marriage. They're inclined to be malicious. So now it seems both
Aunt Ruth and her Intended were wrong. Too bad, if that is the case,

for I can hardly believe that true Romance could be so easily
shattered.
However, a set of books does seem a cold sort of present, don’t
you think? Besides, as Aunt Libby pointed out, these young people
may not read much in this day of movies and all. So even Aunt Ruth
didn’t object to sending the books back.
Well, then Aunt Grace decided on a satin bedspread and that gets
me to the matter in hand. As soon as it had been ordered, the big

question arose. Should they have ordered two bedspreads instead of
one? In other words, would these young people use single beds or
would they use a double bed? None of the aunts had previously
shown any interest in these matters, as far as I know. But the question started serious arguments among them. Before you had filled the
order Aunt Libby was positive the spread should be returned. Being
quite matter of fact, she suggested that they ask the bride, but the
other aunts thought this would be most indelicate. So they decided to
try and find out what’s being done.
Aunt Grace, who tries to keep up with the times, insists there’s a

swing back to double beds and Aunt Elsie agrees. She says whether
it’s modern or not, there must still be many men like Grandpa Leslie
and she can’t imagine him sleeping alone in a single bed. Aunt Ruth,
on the other hand, says once a woman’s had a chance to sleep alone
she'll never give it up. She’s rather bitter on the subject because she
still shares a bed with Aunt Grace and their mattress is by no means

new.

So, I am returning the bedspread.
Aunt Fannie has now persuaded them that a pressure cooker and a
good cookbook would make an excellent gift. I think this is an ideal

combination. It would be educational and still make for domestic

happiness. Therefore, will you please send them a pressure cooker

and a Settlement Cookbook.

Yours truly,

Mary Carter
26/Wisconsin Academy Review/June 1978

P.S. The aunts are now talking also about a set of breakfast dishes.
Why not wait about ten days and send the dishes? Any attractive
floral pattern will do. Since the wedding takes place in about two
weeks, there won't be time to return anything more and I am sure
everyone will be satisfied.
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So She Editor

October

6, 1936

Dear Sir:

I enclose a small volume of poems entitled Blossoms in Spring by
Ruth Leslie, my aunt. As you may observe by the condition of the
paper, these poems have been written some time ago. This is quite
correct. My aunt has not written any poetry for the past 30 years and

she is now in her late ‘60s.
Of course I realize that many people write verse when they are
young, especially if they are not very happy. But it has always been
the opinion of my family that Aunt Ruth is quite gifted, which accounts for my sending the poems to you. As a matter of fact, I came
across this manuscript only recently while looking through Aunt

|
|
|

Ruth’s desk in her absence, and it occurred to me that she would be

pleasantly surprised to be presented with a printed volume, which I
trust you will be willing to publish.
You will notice that many of the poems refer to events which occurred in the Leslie family. At first sight this might appear to be a
drawback in giving them general circulation. But you will observe on
reading them that they have universal application. After all, it is a
well known fact that there is nothing new in this old world of ours.
So what happened in the Leslie family has probably also happened in
many other American homes, and that should make this little
volume popular everywhere.
Take for instance the poem on page 11, entitled ‘Elsie Sews’’:
A simple stitch
In a quiet niche,
How harmless it appears.
And yet we know
It is not so

When her shrieking rends our ears.
After all, don’t most of us shriek when we prick our fingers? I
have read that poem before and it always makes an impression on
me. I never fail to be on guard when I see someone quite harmlessly
occupied, for as the poem indicates, it may not be so harmless. The
sentiment behind it is obviously sincere for Aunt Elsie never really
learned to sew and this incident must have occurred many times or
Aunt Ruth would hardly have immortalized it in verse.
On page 21 you will find another poem which I think is quite
good—the one entitled ‘The Children:”’
Elsie, Fannie, Ruth and Grace,

Each one of you must wash your face.
Auntie Anne is here for tea.
You know how fussy she can be.
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/27

I might add that Aunt Libby is not mentioned in this poem. Either
it was hard to include her poetically or else she was really as clean a
child as she is reputed to have been. This is rather telling since Aunt
Elsie is older and should not have had to be told either. But I presume
you will find such instances in many families.
Not all of these poems are in such a light vein. The poem entitled
“Love Comes” is, I think, very depressing:
How can I bear the pain that I feel.
I restlessly toss and in prayer I kneel.
Oh Love, your coming has brought me grief
As a wind-tossed flower or a broken leaf
Trodden by careless feet in the sod.
What can I do but turn to God?
It makes my heart ache to read this, but we all have our moments

when such feelings are true, as even you probably know. This poem
must have been written shortly after Aunt Ruth broke her engagement. You will notice that many of the poems on love are bitter and
sad. That is what broken engagements do to people.
The little poem entitled “‘Elopement”’ refers to my mother. I think
it was rather unkind of Aunt Ruth to mention underwear in this
verse, especially since in those days such allusions were most indelicate, but I should probably be grateful that she did not mention
corsets, which are really what my father sold. If you should by
chance find this unsuitable to use in the volume,

I would be most

grateful, although my conscience forbids me to exclude it.
The poem entitled ‘“Suicide’’ is another to which I would call your
attention:
See her stretched upon the bed.
She is cold, for she is dead.

She has left this earthly sphere
Although to us she was so dear.
Shed no tears in her behalf;

She would rather you would laugh

For had she wanted pity, pride
Had kept her from this suicide.
This is a
you would
have never
would write

fine poem.

most complicated concept, but if you knew Aunt Ruth
appreciate that she is a very deep and subtle person. I
been able to understand her, but I cannot see why she
on such a mournful subject. Nevertheless it is a very

The one which is entitled ‘“Poetry”:
Oh Poetry, Oh perfect muse
I call upon our Father Zeus,
Upon the Gods, both Roman and Greek—
I call you all, Oh pray, to speak.
and so on will show you that Aunt Ruth is well educated, even for

her generation. She studied very earnestly for many years and I am
sure all her allusions in this instance are correct. I mention this only
so you need not have them verified, since I understand a publisher
wants to vouch for the accuracy of the material he prints.
I might add that I am greatly surprised at the quality of these
poems. They seem to be rich in meaning and content and the fact
that through all these years they have remained unpublished is quite
amazing to me. Perhaps some of them were too modern for her times.
You know how refined people were in those days. I would not have
28/Wisconsin
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you think from this remark that Aunt Ruth is not so. But with an artist, Art comes first, and Aunt Ruth would always have sacrificed
some of the more ladylike concepts for Truth. Truth, of course, is

Art which would have made it impossible for her to compromise. I’m
sure you understand what I mean.
Take for instance the poem entitled ‘“Motherhood.’”” You may
believe me this was a dangerous subject for a maiden lady to write
about in those days:
Oh Glory of life created
After the years and years I have waited.
And now your tiny nestling head
Against my breasts which give you bread.
The last line is a poetic simile and very modern. Certainly Aunt
Ruth never showed this to anyone. It refers to a servant my grandmother had who gave birth to an illegitimate baby. I am sure in
writing this poem Aunt Ruth’s generosity tried to condone a sin
which could not be undone. As a matter of fact, the baby grew up to
be a most respectable man. He is now married and has some very
nice children of his own. He might appreciate this poem were it read
to him. However, his mother later married his father, so perhaps he
doesn’t know of the irregularities connected with his birth. Let us
hope not!
I shall only mention one other poem in this collection which seems
quite pathetic to me. It goes:
Though I am small I may be great.
Each night I pray this be my fate.
Though my inches are not many
There’s also value in a penny.
My Aunt Ruth is very small indeed. I had always thought, until
I read this verse, that she capitalized on her diminutive size. But
after reading these wistful lines I realize that perhaps she has only
made the best of what could not be helped.
However, I need not go into them all in detail. You can see that
they speak for themselves. One needs only to read them.

|

Sincerely yours,

Mary Geuter
P.S. I would appreciate
of publication since I
notices myself. If you
preface I can furnish

it if you would let me know the probable date
would like to show Aunt Ruth the advance
would like any biographical material for a
you with some.

G

So She Neulhuwestern
December

2, 1936

Dear Sirs:
I am writing you in regard to a piece of luggage which was left on
your 4:45 train from Chicago to Madison last Saturday by my aunt,
Miss Grace Leslie. The bag is of brown leather of a type commonly
known as a kaleidescope, marked M.P.L. These are the initials of my
grandfather, Moses Pomeroy Leslie, who had the bag made for
himself about 52 years ago. It was a very good bag in its day as you
can tell to look at it-pure cowhide lined with calf—and while it is
somewhat the worse for wear, it still has many years of useful service
June 1978/Wisconsin
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to give. In addition to its value, my aunts also have a sentimental attachment to it.
This suitcase has quite an interesting history. Grandpa first used it
when he and my grandmother made a return trip to New Jersey
where they originally came from. In those days, if you remember,
clothing was quite voluminous, and although Grandma took along
several dresses, with bustles I suppose, there was still plenty of room

to pack some fresh eggs and butter as well as a very fine Wisconsin

cheese. I have been told many times that my grandparents wished,
by displaying these products, to persuade my great Aunt Bessie to
return to Wisconsin with them.
Aunt Bessie’s refusal to make the trip was based on her fear of Indians, which of course was absurd. Grandma felt Aunt Bessie might
have had an opportunity to marry if she had come west. But Aunt
Bessie vowed she’d rather stay single than get a husband and be
scalped. Single blessedness is a peculiar trait in our family, and it is
possible that even a transfer to Wisconsin would have accomplished
little for my great aunt. In this present generation there are my five
aunts: Elsie, Fannie, Libby, Ruth, and Grace, who are maiden ladies,

and then there is also myself, although it is possible I might still

marry.
But to get back to the bag. Grandfather often took it on less
momentous trips and indeed it became a well known sight to his
business acquaintances when he traveled in this part of the country
trading mules.
When Grandpa died in 1920, the bag was given to Aunt Elsie, who

was his oldest daughter. This was not entirely fair since Aunt Elsie
probably travels less than any of the aunts. But she is very generous
so it hasn’t made much difference. All the aunts use it when
necessary except Aunt Ruth who owns a small dressing case that
once belonged to her cousin Virginia Leslie. However, Aunt Ruth is
not so generous, and the aunts seldom ask to borrow it any more.
To assist you in identifying this bag, I will just mention a few of
the articles it contains. In one compartment there is a box of
chocolate covered raisins and two small unopened bottles of perfume, “Attar of Roses’ and “Hyacinth.’” These are Aunt Grace’s
favorites. There is also a small bottle of lavender water, practically
untouched. Aunt Grace was bringing this as a gift to Aunt Ruth but
had tried a few drops on her handkerchief. There was also a small
silver brooch which was to be a gift for Aunt Elsie. It should be
wrapped, but isn’t because Aunt Grace wore it once to see how it
looked and didn’t have time to wrap it again. Then there is a handcarved paper knife for Aunt Libby who handles all the aunts’
business correspondence. The large package is a blue angora sweater
for Aunt Fannie, who is Aunt Grace’s favorite sister.
In the same compartment are three magazines. Aunt Grace is quite

embarrassed that she left a book mark in one of them at a story entitled ‘She Did It For Love.’” However, I have tried to reassure her

that you will not think the
In the other compartment
which consists of five pairs
and three nighties, all very

worse of her for that.
you will find Aunt Grace’s clothing
of panties, four brassieres, some slips,
dainty, since they are practically new.

There are also seven pairs of hose, three pairs of shoes, black, brown,

and grey, and three silk dresses. The black and white check is her
best, and I trust you will not have to handle it much in making identification. There are two small felt hats, one beige, and one green.
Aunt Grace was wearing her black one for traveling. There are at
least a dozen handkerchiefs in the sachet box which you can identify by its subtle scent.
This box also contains Aunt Grace’s jewelry and this worries her
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greatly. There are two rings, one small ruby ring set with five small
pearls, which was a high school graduation gift from Grandpa Leslie.
He had insisted that Aunt Grace was not bright enough to finish
school. You see, she fooled him. The other ring is a handsome
emerald which belonged to Grandma Leslie and was left to Aunt
Grace in her will. If Aunt Grace had been smart she would never
have taken this ring along since she was only making a shopping trip
to Chicago for a week. But she would not be dissuaded and now she
is walking about wringing her hands—mostly on account of the ring.
Aunt Libby is very disgusted, both because Aunt Grace forgot
about the bag when she got off the train, and also because she took
so much with her. I sometimes think the reason she takes so many of
her clothes when she leaves town is to keep the aunts from borrowing anything while she’s gone.
The real reason Aunt Grace forgot the bag when she got off the
train is because she had so many packages. When I met her, she was
carrying a suit box, a hat box, a box of shoes, in addition to three
small parcels, all of which would easily have fit into the suitcase. We
were not aware of the missing bag until we were in the taxi and the
train had left the station. Aunt Grace is inclined to blame me, but in
view of the fact that all the aunts were at the station to meet her, I do

not think all the responsibility should rest on me.
We will appreciate it if you will wire us collect if you locate this
piece of baggage.
Yours

truly,

|

P.S. I might add that there is a tag attached to the bag which gives
the following information:
Miss Elsie Leslie
Gratton Road
Madison, Wisconsin
so perhaps you will identify it without a survey of its contents. This
would be a relief to Aunt Grace since she continues to be embarrassed about the magazines.

J-
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Sellownp So She Raittoad
December 5, 1936
Dear Sir:
I cannot tell you how much my aunts appreciate your sending
them a notice that my grandfather’s bag had been forwarded
to the Madison station, and they have already claimed it at the
baggage room.
I told Aunt Grace that identification was probably made from the

name and address on the tag. However she sniffed at her clothes very

carefully to see if by chance they might smell of tobacco. This would
be quite possible if they had been looked over by a man. I think she
was a little disappointed—but then Aunt Grace is a romantic. Since
there was not the faintest odor, she will have to be content in the

knowledge that everything was untouched; I might say: unsullied.
Yours

truly,

Mary Getler
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/31

FAN MAIL FOR WILLIAM STAFFORD
I was ready when you spoke
at two,

I read until three

the night before

°

learning to know you through your books.
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My years have zagged in staggering turns
in a search for a way,
a path
that fit my faltering beat.
That path would not have seemed
so steep

the way so far
had I foreseen
that we would

meet,

that you, with quiet voice and gentle look,
would tender me your compass
and become my star.

THE

LONG

GOODBYE

By the second summer
she could pick blackberries
and for minutes on end not think of him, or them,

or death in the morning
of that June black day.

By the third summer
she could hear the four flute call of the meadowlark
and not turn to ask him if he heard.
The fourth summer
she ran from the empty house
to plough his garden,
to turn the loam to sun and seed
and breathe a freshening air.
And then
the fifth summer,
by moonlight,
on the porch he had built
and covered with a wild rose vine,

she stopped speaking of him as if he were there
and ended
the long goodbye.
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The throw-away people
are buried alive in the hills.

Brimm

Rewey

e
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cutie the city eae,

Tucked out of sight

they wait in terrible patience
for the shriveling on their bones.
In lustless shells
grown crusty, dry and brittle,
they totter to and from the daily table
staring past the pain of vacant chairs.
OLD

DOORS

ON

J ACKSON

CREEK

The rustling of the autumn corn
drowns out their feeble cries at night

when each is tombed alone
The black boy drowns

to pray for one more sun
(or none).

again

each time I round the curve
on Jackson Street down home.
And Jackson Creek, long gone to ground,
still snakes alone
between tar paper shacks
and rat-trap piles of tin.
I am eight
once more,
swallowing bile,
learning life can end
a bloat of brown
dredged up to shroud a paint-peeled, kitchen door.

And the nights drag on.
And days drone on,
as papery sighs
creep out on faltering breath,
and the throw-away people
rock
and rock
and wai

|

Again

(and again) I wait
while broken men
rehoist that door to bear one, small boy
up old, clay banks.
I see

(and see) them place him
gently
at a Mama’s feet.
The shrieks still fingernail
across my dreams.
I can’t erase them.
Once more

I try to close a door
but feel the muddy waters rise

to cover me
with screaming.
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Far Niente
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—————————————————S——E—————
The Italians, not the Greeks, have __ sense of guilt connected with doing _—_ doing nothing is not just something
a word for it—dolce far niente,
nothing, any haunting feeling that
that came over on the Mayflower.
sweet doing nothing, that
we are goofing off when we should
The Roman poet Catullus observed
sometimes beatific state of idle
be doing something “constructive,” —_ that ‘‘Idleness ere now has ruined
repose when you suddenly stop
the therapeutic effect of the exboth kings and wealthy cities.” The
and let the world pass you by.
perience will be completely
French savant Fenelon described
Perhaps it is a luxury, something
destroyed.
“That weary listlessness which
that exists primarily in our imagEasier said than done. The
renders life and
unsupportable
ie ie
ination, but there are moments
:
:
3
i
voluptuous
the indolent...
hen
it
actually d
Puritan Ethic combined with the
MGA CIPAC Ea herne theeceag
hae
when it actually does occur.
Calvinistic conscience that has had
this Bee
enc On y
The most delicious of : these
a strong role in forming many of
Idl
De
‘
%
leness”: “The mind that has no
moments, of course, arrive when
our American attitudes dies hard.
Fed aEEN loses ELE foroas
ike
we are least prepared for
Some of us still believe that doing
FE
is eh eee te be
Y
them—that rainy afternoon when
nothing is tantamount to evil.
cones ”
u
we had planned some frenetic outIdleness or indolence is equated
But at iS rcmraneide dak eith
door activity like mowing the lawn __ witha lack of virtue. Familiar catch
ee ese slits oa sceutdn oe
or painting
the house,
that day the
blizzard
struck
and everything
:
t
stopped moving, or the time when
we missed the plane and had to lay

over until the next flight out.

advanced
schedul; A calculated
:
:
:
ing of a time: for doing nothing can
take away
its appeal,
make it so
;
:
premeditated that it has no spon.
:
taneity and therefore becomes like
most other tasks we perform on a
day-to-day basis.: Also, if; we are to
really enjoy them, these interludes
must be acompanied
by a completeP
P
ly free conscience. If there is any
34/Wisconsin Academy Review/June 1978

phrases warn
Of fie behavior
capse:
quences
of such sinful
‘
;
_have guided generations of
Americans in the conduct of thelr
personal
lives. “Anthaidle mind an is the
ai
devil’s workshop,” is a familiar
:
shibboleth
once used regularly to
:
:
lecture schoolboys who hesitated
in
;
‘
:
doing their lessons. Ben Franklin,
:
that repository of Yankee folk
wisdom wablevved thee TdIeaeee
He
:
and pride tax with a heavier hand
thanikinee Gnd: pilinene
B
P
‘
This fear of the physical, mental,
and moral erosion that comes with _

honest industry.
Some feel : that the
act
root of evil grows in the soil worked
by those compulsive souls who
hte an ; TAeaHAble need: to be doin
eae
something. The English novelist
:
Evelyn Waugh, in an essay on
sloth, one of the Seven Deadly
:
ne
Sins,
maintained
that a “Most of the
,
world’s troubles seem to come from
people who are too busy. If only
politicians
and scientists: were
,
lazier, how much happier we
should all be. The lazy man is
preserved from the commission of
almost all the nastier crimes...pride,

|

avarice, emulation, vainglory
and the appetite for power over
others.”

Much of the tempo of modern

state reached in the degradation of
the matter and energy of the universe.””

antecedents, a much more pathetic
lot, were those captives of cheap
wine and despair who could be en-

Such degradation has inter-

countered sprawled along skid

life is filled with the frenzy of do- _ mittently become a hot political and
ing something in a hurry. An in-

credible perpetual motion enner-

10WS, such as the Bowery in New

social issue whenever arguments

York or West Madison Street in

flare up over governmental welfare

Chicago.

:

vates us, sets up an action that

policies. The public, some people

nothing. New York Times columnist Russell Baker has noted that

argue, rewards people for doing

that is essential to making doing

nothing by paying them not to be
employed. Economists and

"othing a creative act—they did
not have the ability to resume some

“You have to be fast nowadays.

sociologists point out that there are

form of productive activity at will.

often leads, in the final analysis, to

things go by at such a rate!
‘Zoom! Zoom!
“And they're gone.
Nuclear reactors falling out of
the sky. Zoom!
;
“(Or is it ‘Thunk!’)
Two days later, forgotten. People get bored fast.

These people lacked the option

people in this country who are
There can be no meaningful
third generation welfare recipients. _ idleness unless it is something done
“They wouldn’t take a job if you
in reaction to an activity that the
gave it to them,” cry those critical
_idler is retreating from and has the
of the present system. Meanwhile, _ 0Ption of returning to at any point
young men doing nothing because
he wishes. Doing nothing thus, in
no one will offer them a job stand _ the purest sense, becomes a
‘

around on street corners or prowl

batons exercise, something which

For the champion of creative do- _ the avenues and back alleys of our
ing nothing, there is a lushness
about some of the words that

Should

central cities. Whenever they do
decide to do something it is general-

always be considered as an

active option to doing something.
For those whose intellectual or

describe the condition. Youcan roll
:
e

__ly anti-social or against the law.

moe
ey abhor

nue
ee
na
oe
talizing mouthful
of alphabet
soup:
:
|

The patron saint of all who
plump for a more relaxed approach

no ce ry to successfully ly explain
the
exp.
hi
iewalucol doi
nee

in-do-lence, Rae lass-i-tude, Z som-nolence, lei-sure. The words

themselves encourage you to take
4

;

your time pronouncing them. No
vi
hurry. Savor the syllables first,

then let: them slip5 slowly from your

ibe neanvelaxed whisper
Pe

ae
‘
]
to life is Oblomov, Russian novelist
;

ee
ee
the condition,

ee
there is

therapeutic
value of doing leche:
nothing.
are
probably i
'y are probably incapable of ex

They

Ivan Goncharov’s 19th century

periencing the exhilaration that

anti-hero, who spends a great porf
neu
5
a
i
ji
comes trom achieving
tion of his life wrestling with the
lization
of
th
realizationof the state.
question of whether he should get; ing nothing
hine
di does not

1
a complete
Greativedos
Creative do:
nvol
involve
tota l

out of bed or not. (A contemporary — detachment from the respon-

;
a
4
Like everything else in life, doing
nothing in the proper fashion re-

descendant is Dagwood Bumstead,
i
:
:
the comic simp character who is

ibilities
of th
ld. Itis
rath
sibilitiesof the world. It is rather an
opportunity to sort out what is im-

ailires a certain adulbaise i Toolittle

forever
retreating from his responsibilities to catch a snooze on the

portant and what is not, It is a

ie
at
AL See
indicate various qualities of the
state. Quite often they involve simple semantic shadings rather than a

chance to let one’s mind roam to
couch.)
any of the far reaches of conWhile Oblomov was the product __ sciousness it chooses.
of a leisured class, others have used
Physically, it provides the body
this unwillingness to become anac- _—_ with a temporary relief from the

recognizable alteration of behavior. __ tive participant in society as aform

_load it has been carrying. The idea

Idleness seems to be the most
common and transient of the states
for it indicates a high degree of
temporariness, a brief time spent
between one action and the next.
Laziness is a little more dangerous

is to let go, to float freely. The mind
wanders and the body relaxes. The
juices of energy flow back into the
muscles and joints again. The
numbness of fatigue wears off.
Ideas suddenly crackle in the mind.

because it usually implies a

recognizable character defect—

of protest. The hobo jungles of the _
Depression years in this country
were populated by those who 3
voluntarily checked out of a society
that had showed them too little op| Portunity or too much hostility.
The Aquarian generation of the

Perspective either returns or alters

sixties had an even broader follow-

_to the point where things and

something that is more than

ing and manifested a rebellion

transitory. Indolence adds afurther
negative connotation in the sense
that it involves a deeper form of
laziness, an unresponsiveness to
outside stimuli. Slothfulness
represents the nadir of doing

which had a rejection of the
piace.
capitalist work ethic as one of its
After a while, you reach a critical
major features. During this period,
point. A decision must now be
layabouts loitered conspicuously in | made—to end the idleness, or conpublic places, thumbed their noses _ tinue doing nothing. Like
at ‘straight’ society, and were a
Oblomov, we are faced with a

nothing. Its counterpart in physics

common sight from San Francisco’s _

is entropy, a phenomenon the dic- _ Haight-Ashbury district to Amstertionary describes as “that ultimate | dam and Hamburg. Their

|
|

pene can be put in their proper

choice.

I think I'll lie down for a moment
before I make up my mind.
June 1978/Wisconsin
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Regional Book Publishing in Wisconsin
by R. Bruce Allison

‘Tamarack

> Fae

Press

re

SIS

I’m a bookstore browser who invariably gets hung up in the section
the booksellers call their regional
shelf. It’s not that I’m indifferent to
Erica Jong’s newest novel or uninterested in the latest Watergate
history. It’s just that books with
titles like Wisconsin Barns, Folk
Songs Out of Wisconsin, and
Wisconsin Lore catch my attention
first. They are closer to home and

the editorship of Mark Lefebvre.
regional in that both their topic and
Another major force in Wisconsin
audience. At the very time I was
regional publishing is Tamarack
interviewing Mark Lefebvre of
Press, a three-year-old book
Photographic Journey Through
publishing venture which grew out
Wisconsin, Place Names of Dane
of Wisconsin trails magazine. The | County, and Wisconsin My Home.
University of Wisconsin Press,
This is not to preclude the
though its focus is elsewhere, has
possibility that a truly regional
also contributed to the collection of | book might find a national
regional literature as has the State
audience. At the very time I was
Historical Society of Wisconsin
interviewing Mark Lefebvre of

therefore seem, somehow, more im-

press. To learn more

of the story

Stanton and Lee, he was waiting for

portant. Their publishers are also
behind the regional shelf, I cona phone call from California to discloser to home. The books on the
tacted these publishers and asked
cuss film rights on A Woman of No
regional shelf are not coming from
them to define regional publishing. | Importance, the biography of a
the conglomerate-owned, massseemingly obscure rural Wisconmarketing, 200-title-a-year, New
Thompson Webb, Jr., of the
sinite. Aldo Leopold’s Sand County
York publishing houses. These
University of Wisconsin Press,
Almanac, recently republished in
books, by and about Wisconsinites,
pointed out that in defining
an illustrated edition by Tamarack
are the product of afew Wisconsin _ regional books one must make the _ Press, though also the product of a
book publishing companies who, in —_ distinction between a book written | Wisconsin experience, is unwhole or in part, specialize in
on a local topic of national interest
questionably a national title. As
regional publishing.
and a book of strictly local interest. | Thoreau proved with Walden
An example of the former is John
Pond, a book which looks thought-

One of the pioneers of regional

publishing in Wisconsin was the

T. Curtis’s Vegetation of Wiscon- _ fully at the place on which the
sin. Though it focuses on a

late August Derleth. In 1945 he

geographically regional topic, it

founded

contains ideas transferable to other

Stanton and Lee to

publish and distribute his books.
Later, in 1969, Robert E. Gard and _

author stands carries the potential

of universal appeal.

Therefore, in forming

a defini-

regions and therefore, is of national _ tion of regional publishing, it is not
interest, particularly to scholars.
enough to look at the books being

L.G. Sorden, responding to a

Other books, such as those that

rekindled regional awareness,

appeal to the sentiments or

the publisher and see how

founded Wisconsin House. In 1977
these two companies merged under

nostalgia of a specific locale or
community, are more accurately

regional publishing house compares to the national. To further

36/Wisconsin Academy Review/June 1978

published. One must also examine
the

sharpen the definition it is
necessary to differentiate between
truly commercial regional
publishers and those that produce _

that can be realized through the sale
of a best seller and its subsidiary
rights, that is, sales of the title to
film makers, paperback book

regional titles which are subsidized

publishers,

television and, for en-

never have
not for the
publisher to
that would

reached print if it were
ability of the regional
profitably market titles
be rejected by national

publishers. The large national

in whole or part by outside funds. | dorsements, manufacturers or
The University of Wisconsin Press,
advertisers. One hundred thousand
a sometimes-regional publisher, is
dollars in subsidiary rights can
more likely to choose a manuscript _ offset a lot of unsuccessful titles

publishers often have rigid and
highly centralized means of
marketing and distributing into
which books of regional or state in-

of marketability, knowing that the
$5,000 each. This approach affects
University will underwrite exthe publisher’s handling of each
penses. The State Historical Society _ title. Often, many titles will be
of Wisconsin press, a regional
brought out just to test consumer

the keen competition for shelf
space in the national market, and
dependence on the large, chainstore
booksellers like Daltons, Kroch and

on the basis of scholarly merit than _ that are losing only $3,000 to

terest would not fit. Furthermore,

publisher when covering state

response. If one title exhibits best

topics, is likewise more concerned _
with the importance and historical
accuracy of the manuscript than its
profitability. The Society does not
have to depend solely on success in _
the marketplace to continue
publishing. Its History of Wisconsin, for example, was funded in
part by the state legislature and its |
recent Folk Songs Out of Wisconsin was made possible by asizeable _
grant. These two publishers still, of
course, have good-selling, profitmaking regional titles. But the
point is that they need not turn
down a manuscript solely on the
grounds that it would be unprofitable to publish. This is an advantage not shared by privatelyowned, commercial, regional
publishers like Stanton and Lee and _
Tamarack Press.

conceivably lead to a kind of censeller potential with early high sales,
it becomes worthwhile to invest
sorship in which a national editor
advertising money init. If the book — might seek the consent of these
—_is not making it, it is logical to
powerful booksellers before accepminimize losses by halting adverting a manuscript.
tising and promotion, often to the
Regional publishers also offer
dismay of the author.
the advantage of accessibility. An
Regional publishers like
author doesn’t have to fly to New
Tamarack and Stanton and Lee
York to deal face to face with the
operate quite differently. They do
person editing and designing the
not have the size and the capital to
book. And for the same reason of
flood the market with new titles
proximity, the regional publisher is
each season. Consequently, from
accountable both to the authors and
each they expect and need sales,
to the audience. It was refreshing to
and work hard to make a profit.
hear Howard Mead, publisher of
They must choose manuscripts
Tamarack Press, say that he would
which satisfy the needs and inbe embarrassed to publish anything
terests of a particular region and
but the highest quality book, and to
market. This audience, though
hear Mark Lefebvre speak of the
limited in size, is usually predicquality and care with which his
table, having responded inaknown
company’s books are printed and
bound.
way to previous regional titles.

In that sense, Tamarack and

Such a controlled and predictable

Stanton and Lee are just like the
national publishers; they need to
make a profit in order to continue

market is a tremendous advantage
and partially explains why a
_regional title can be expected to sell

as business entities. The difference

is in how and when they make that
profit.
It is a surprising fact that the
majority of trade book titles, that is,
general audience, hardbound books
sold in the bookstores, brought out
by national publishers are unprofitable. Of the 100 to 300 titles
that might be published annually
by one of the larger national

publishers, usually only a handful

| as many or more copies as an

means that the publisher depends

could

It is appropriate that the regional

;
Publishers should be qualityminded and accountable because in
publishing regional books they are

editing that which is closest to us,

average national title even though __ that literature to which we first
turn for self-identity. It is through
the potential audience is much
smaller. Another factor in the high
this type of reading that we gain a
Sales of regional titles is backlisting.
feeling for our Oe
history
The titles seldom go out of print.
ou a oe
a
ae
ne
:
_ Unlike the national publisher who,
efinition OF regional publishing is
in search of the best seller, discards
complete without emphasis on this
| one seasons’s list to make room for
fact, that regional books are a
the next, the regional publisher will
product of our own desire to know
carefully cultivate a backlist, selling
and appreciate our mda
ae

a8 many copies of some titles in the

are significant money makers. This _ third year as in the first.
on the high profits of a few best
sellers to offset the loss on the rest
of the titles. This “jackpot or
nothing” approach works largely
because of the huge sums of money

Brentano’s, and Waldens,

The advantage to the author in

dealing with a publisher who stays
_—_-with the title is obvious. Another
advantage is in the alternative
offered by the regional publisher.
Some very valuable books would

ee

pep
aE

ee

Dees

© 80 out of print.
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R. Bruce Allison is an arborist and
author ofa book, Democrats in Exile.
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admired by Franklin Roosevelt, and
the feeling was mutual.
Young Bob was way ahead of the
Democratic administration on most

oo

———

SENATOR

LENROOT

OF

domestic issues in the 1930s. He
supported the progressive
graduated income tax and sponsored and passed a graduated estate
tax schedule.
He early recognized and spoke
for the need for federal relief in

WISCONSIN—A
POLITICAL
BIOGRAPHY, 1900-1929
by

leader of the ‘mild reservationists’’

who
triedTreaty,
to modify
League of
Nations
cad the
icone

1932, before the New Deal. He had

Herbert F. Margulies; University of
Missouri Press, Columbia, 1977.
432 pp. $21.

failure to heed his advice
guaranteed defeat of the treaty.
At the 1920 Republican National
Convention, Lenroot declined an

indeed expressed the hope that
Roosevelt SHCUCle AN nie of
Hoovers Ce
ee
oe
MeTe Cam Aen Teton! lv’

presidential nominee and thereby
missed the chance to become presi-

packing plan, sharing Eo
feat
that the then sitting court would ne

Irvine Lenroot was a self-taught —_ offer from Harding to be the vicelawyer of Swedish ancestry from
Superior when he was first elected

the deservedpreeminent
reputation spender
of beingan
Congress's

He supported Roosevelt's court

to the state assembly in 1900. A _ dent of the United States, instead of _ Yalidate the Wagner Act, the Social
loyal lieutenant of Gov. Robert M.

—_ Coolidge.

La Follette, Sr., he quickly became a

Security Act, and other progressive

In the same year, his differences

™C@SUTES.

tate

leader and was elected speaker in
with La Follette had become so
his second term. In 1908, Lenroot __ great that La Follette supported a
went to Congress and quickly
candidate against him in the

_He early supported legislation
aimed at guaranteeing the right of
labor to organize and bargain
‘

became a leader there as he had

Republican primary and later sup-

collechively/jarid) ius chaitmanship

been in Madison.
Although he had been a loyal
supporter, friend, and confidant of
La Follette, a difference arose in
1912 between them that marked the

ported the same candidate as an independent against Lenroot in the
general election. In 1926, Lenroot
was defeated by Gov. John J. Blaine
in a campaign involving prohibi-

(1936-40) of the Senate Civil Liberties Committee exposed to public
Moe
Hieextent 2 which
a
dustries in the United States
thwarted, by all sorts of illegal and

tion of their alliance. The picture of
the senior La Follette which

served as judge of the Court of
Customs Appeals. He retired from

industrial workers.
With Senator George Aiken, he

work is that of a dynamic,

at the age of 79.

beginning of a gradual disintegra- _ tion as a major issue, and later
emerges from the pages of this

charismatic leader who would

the court in 1944 and died in 1949
Norman

© Aniercon

rather take an uncompromising

*POnsoted the first food stamp
proposal in the Senate.

Until the attack on Pearl Harbor,

La Follette warned against involve-

position on principle and lose than
settle for partial victory by compromise. Although La Follette was
fond of talking about moral principles, those moral principles he
referred to often seemed to coincide
with self-seeking ambition on his

part.

Lenroot was instrumental in
breaking the tyrannical power

sordid means, efforts to organize

ment in the war in Europe, still
“YOUNG BOB” LA FOLLETTE:
believing his father’s admonitions
A BIOGRAPHY OF ROBERT M. __ against involvement in World War
LA FOLLETTE, JR. 1895-1953
I. He believed until 1941 that any
by Patrick J. Maney; University of
aid to the allies would involve usin
Missouri Press, Columbia, 1978.
World War II, and therefore he op338 pp. $18.
posed the repeal of the Embargo
Act, Lend Lease, and other

“Young Bob” La Follette held
of

Speaker Cannon in the House of
Representatives, and after war
broke out in Europe, he supported
military preparedness measures
consistently, widening his
difference with La Follotte.
Lenroot was elected to the Senate

in 1918, where he worked hard for
the St. Lawrence Seaway, ‘a very
old idea’ even then. He was a
38/Wisconsin Academy Review/June 1978

measures sponsored by Roosevelt

only one elective office in his

to aid the British.

lifetime, succeeding his father in
the United States Senate when he
was 29 years old.
Unlike his father who, despite
his national reputation as a political
leader, never was very well liked by

Young Bob was plagued with
poor health all his life. He loathed
campaigning and even more loathed
the responsibilities of political
leadership. He did not want to run
for the Senate again in 1946, but

his colleagues

did so reluctantly, and then did not

in the Senate,

“Young Bob” became the senator
probably admired most by his
fellow senators. He was also much

return to campaign because of
pressures of business in
Washington, especially the passage

.

of the Congressional ReorganizatoncAct.
Although La Follette had always
been a supporter of organized
labor, his choice of the Republican
ticket deprived him of the support
in the primary of the large bulk of

generations and now serve as a
an important contribution to
point of entry for blacks moving
Wisconsin history. Those inout of nearby cities. To some exterested in writing local history or
tent, these communities share
in having a history of their comproblems of inferior education, un- | munity written would do well to
employment, poverty, and inadeconsider these works as possible
quate services. However, Rose also —_ models.

labor voters in Milwaukee and

points out several optimistic excep-

Pioneer Beloit is a detailed study

other cities. Thus it was that in
Milwaukee, which had provided

tions, such as Glenarden,
Maryland, with a high percentage

of that city’s first ten years. The
author, Arthur Luebke, is a dis-

him with the margin of victory ina
tough battle in 1940, he lost the

of white-collar employment and
modern housing.

tinguished judge and a fourthgeneration Beloiter; he has done ex-

research. But he does admit that

sive use of quotations from his

election.
In his last years, La Follette’s

health continued to decline, and in

Rose is reluctant to report any
global trends without further

haustive research in local and
regional archives. Making exten-

1953 he committed suicide.

black suburbanization appears to

primary sources, Luebke deals fully

former speaker of the Assembly of

society in which each community

they settle, and so on. He is par-

—Norman C. Anderson

be a continuation of the ghettoiza~ —_ and fairly with the many contion process rather than a true im_troversies, large and small, that inee
provementuntquality oflife:for
evitably cloud the record of a
Norman C. Anderson is a promi- _ blacks.
pioneer settlement: who were the
nent Madison attorney and is a
As a solution, Rose imagines a
true founding fathers, where did
the Wisconsin Legislature.

develops and strictly enforces a

ticularly full on the controversy

life style” code. Presumably, some —_ over the naming of the city. With

BLACK SUBURBANIZATION

white suburbs would adopt codes
that oe

integration. Unfor-

the help of numerous maps and il-

lustrations he provides a

Pibiohing Coy Cantdyeriaze, Syne cinering te pate > Gt 1
by Harold M.

Rose;

Ballinger

288 pp. $17.50.

Snes ly, Rose

ate

a

idea:

any

y

a

:

During the ‘60s, a half-million
blacks moved to the suburbs. But
the way of life a Ss there
wasn’t necessarily “suburban.
Black Suburbanization grew out
of a 1972 study of: 15 black towns.
The results of this study are not
terribly surprising. Most blacks
move to suburbs which are, or are
becoming, predominantly black.
Wealthy blacks (usually less than3
percent of those moving to the suburbs), can break into integrated

neighborhoods. But the average

work

Gs

Es

Richitd Price isa UWS eran
program co-ordinator andastudent
.
of urban planning
at UW.
Milwaukee.
PIONEER BELOIT by Arthur L.
Luebke; Beloit Historical Society,
_Beloit, 1976. 191 pp. $10.
A COUNTY

CALLED

fascinating picture of frontier life

SAUK

by

Kenneth I. Lange; Sauk County

of the

Called Sauk is the
prominent naturalist,

Kenneth lance Using a brief
narrative, good maps, and a fine
collectionvof photographs, Lange
SOVers the whole history of Sauk
County sete
in 168 pag
pages. The H results
are satisfying. The author is sena
ying
f
sitive to the importance of physical
and human geography in the shaping of a community’s history, and
he is completely at home in the land
of which he writes. The result is a
warm, rather personal history that
serves its purpose very nicely.

black family can only afford hous- _ Historical Society, Baraboo, 1976.
Kenosha County In The 20th
ing in areas where whites aren’t
168 pp.
Century was edited by John
buying. Since many of these subNeuenschwander of Carthage
urbs have old, depreciating housKENOSHA
COUNTY
IN THE
College. He has drawn on the
ing, it seems doubtful that average
20th CENTURY edited by John A. __ talents of ten other professional
black suburbanites can consider
Neuenschwander; Kenosha Counwriters and scholars, mostly from
their homes as an investment.
ty Bicentennial Commission,
Carthage and UW-Parkside, and he
has produced a solid account of the
Author Harold Rose, professor of | Kenosha, 1976. 516 pp.
geography and urban affairs at
more recent growth of one of
Wisconsin’s most highly inThese three volumes illustrate
UW-Milwaukee, points out the difdustrialized counties. In this case,
the rich variety of local histories
ficulties of making generalizations
local history is set in the broader
that have been published recently
about black suburbanization. Some
context of national history. The
black suburbs were formed by the _ under the auspices of local
__historical societies and bicentennial _ subject matter requires this, but it is
spread of aninner city ghetto intoa
not an easy task. The Kenosha
commissions. They are as different
neighboring community. Others
County Bicentennial Commission
as they can be, and yet each makes
have been poor black towns for
June 1978/Wisconsin Academy Review/39

showed good judgment in assigning this volume to professionals.
It probably would be fair to say _
that all three of these books have
been designed primarily for local
readers, but all deserve a wider
reading. Anyone interested in
Wisconsin history will find them
rewarding.
—George H. Miller __
George H. Miller is professor of
history at Ripon College.
CENTENNIAL HISTORY: THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINRIVER

FALLS

by

James T.

Kin,

World War II and has more to say
_a triumph at the Cannes Festival.
about the development and operaThe old home, Montgomery Street,
tion of the university system as a
serves as a focal point for thought
whole. It includes well informed
and aspiration. The sights, sounds,
chapters on student unrest in the
and smells of Montgomery Street
60s and the merger of the state
reach out as details of life and livsystem in the ‘70s.
ing there.
Both books deal at some length
Character dialogue is reliable
with the problems that come with
since it is in the language of these
living in the shadow of agreat and _ people that Dintenfass knows so
often jealous university located in
well. Life situations are portrayed
Madison, And both chow the ime
believably; shopping, cuckoldry,
portance to a school of strong
suicide, murder, smashing anleadership in the presidential chair.
noying insects, dying, and there are
Although written for their own
spaced references to concentration
students, alumni, faculty, and
camps through the refugee Jews
friends, these volumes make good
who moved into Montgomery
reading for anyone interested in the

Street. Stephen

Yam
ee
and Walker D. Wyman; University
of Wisconsin-River Falls Press,
River Falls, 1975. 330 pp.
t

development of higher education in
P
8
the Middle =
.
—George H. Miller

ortray all this in his movie to get
Poms:
5
the big Picture: everyone,
everything viewed in terms. of
moviemaking, with its detailed

THE UNIVERSITY OF

MONTGOMERY STREET

WISCONSIN-EAU
CLAIRE A
HISTORY, 1916-1976 by Hilda

byand’ Mark
Dintenface’ Harper
Row) Bublishers, News von

R.

Carter and John R. Jenswold;

ee

Two branches of the University

of Wisconsin have celebrated an-

2 ee pee

teve maintains

Mark Dintenfass teaches at
Lawrence University in Appleton, a
long way from his native Brooklyn,

to

a
eee ane contre Neuve of
- celluloid opus. Stevie is Steve?

1978. 175 pp. $8.95.

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Foundation, Inc., 1976. 162 pp.

(Steve) wants

that you

can be

ae
you want to be... “So
one 28 YOu
ee
against
ean ea aon ae Poy i
Mee eee
an bet uapped
yy,

the backdrop of Montgomery

Doe

niversaries recently by publishing
carefully researched histories.
UW-River Falls was 100 years

Street. His travels to Europe and
Africa as well as his attendance at
Columbia College and the Univer-

Du
ae i
:
,_>intentass ‘| style carries along
sae
ae
Papen a

old in 1975; UW-Eau Claire had its

sity of Iowa have also drawn him

aera

60th birthday in 1976. The two
from his home town.
volumes differ somewhat in length
Weare said to be products of our
and format, but both are aware that — environment and, except for those
they are telling a story that was
who somehow and in someway exrepeated dozens of times

tricate themselves, many

Eee

mela

1s

gic tems

a Ae
ae protons
ne y
ee - appropiate
5 azacets, arte
es
ee. oo
fGlaiGace
Clow

remain

ae

eee

i. Be

WDE

throughout the Middle West: the
evolution of small, regional normal
schools designed to provide
teachers for rural America into
multi-purpose universities appropriate to a complex industrial

fixed in position. Using his
—_ background of a multi-ethnic
Brooklyn neighborhood on the
brink of deteriorative change in the
‘60s, the author joins yesterday and
today in this novel. Always appear-

mae
a
a. ae eer
Gaping Onmcr Nes
abort ype an
Weare het ae the plot. Dintena ee
ee au
eae
2° real ee peop ie
Perrone
ty fea a cb 2 ee. vis

society.
The River Falls volume, written

ing as part of the past, the main
character and narrator, Stephen

oe
ce
ae
a a
a objects draw, tne Lp a aan

by two members of that school’s

Mandreg, transports his creator's

ae

eer

history department, has more
ground to cover and gives equal

thoughts and nostalgic reflections.
Flashbacks and introspection are

hi

ee 9)
ee

space to the two half centuries of its
growth. It focuses more sharply on _
River Falls and it includes in-

techniques applied forcefully to a
well-done revelation of Stephen’s
mental exercises in casting

teresting commentary on changes
in curriculum, teaching

childhood experiences into a
proposed mene Now a successful

philosophy, and life-styles of the
students.
The Eau Claire volume puts its
emphasis on the period since

writer-director, Stephen presents
the perspective of a Brooklynite
touched by reverie (Heimweh?)
while in southern France following
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A
— David

P. Van

Ort

———
David P. Van Ort has published
scientific writings in his field of
dentistry.

ONCE

AROUND

THE SUN/A

advanced student of the out-of-

JOURNAL by

doors. There is a wealth of infor-

persons who had lost a parent

Roy Lukes (Illus. by Charlotte

mation here, retrievable, for the

served as respondents for Jane’s

Lukes): Pine Street Press, Baileys

book is indexed! And it will be a

DOOR COUNTY
Harbor,

widowed persons and 15 young

research. The book, as written,

stimulus for everyone who is eager _ seeks to provide a personal and

Wis. 1976. 216 pp. $8.95.

to learn about the world around us. _ professional viewpoint on the

This book is pure delight.

—Ruth L. Hine

plight of the widowed male. To ac-

Attempts to just scan it fail—one is
lured into adventure: an escape into
the out-of-doors, anintroduction to

§=—————————————————_—__
Dr. Ruth L. Hine is editor of _

complish this, the Kohns begin
each chapter with Willard’s account of his personal experience as

seen, a challenge to care.
It is based on personal ex-

Department of Natural Resources.
(This review appeared also in the

commentary, to place Willard’s experiences into a broader context

backyard feeder; with a class of
school children or with Ridges
visitors. There are a wide-ranging
series of natural history vignettes
primarily of Door County, from

Conservancy-Wisconsin
an Academy affiliate.)

cumstances of other widowers.
All in all, this is a very interesting and helpful book.
Ministers, priests, rabbis, and
counselors of all kinds would find

the commonplace

yet so often un-

research publications,

perience—in a blind or at a

Wisconsin

a widower. Jane follows this with a

newsletter of the Nature

and relate his experience to the cir-

Chapter,

Iceland moss and wild carrot to the

it useful. So, too, would

“vagrant aristocrat’ Bohemian
waxwing and spunky red squirrel.
Roy’s words and Charlotte’s
superbly drawn pencil sketches ex-

The following books were reviewed
by John eRe Cooper, dean of
agadenic atlaive at Winebrenner
Theological Seminary, Findlay

press a sensitivity, a lighthearted

Ohio. He is the author of some 20

appr ccabeny an exhilaration in
their relationship with the world of

books. Earlier this year, he lectured
34 college campuses throughout

nature throughout the year. An oc-

—_Wyigconsin as part of an Academy-

casional episode takes us farther
afield—like the time in the Army
when Roy heard the first scissortailed flycatcher gf the posit ta

forming its flight song behin

as he was standing at attention!

UW

be helpful for widowers
themselves, and for members of
widowers’ families.
—John Charles Cooper

|
LORD

Jane and Willard Kohn have
produced an extremely valuable
and much needed book on the
widower, what he faces, what he
feels, what he needs. A number of
books are on the market which deal

of adversity, which like the toad,

problems, but up to now, there has

A POLITICAL

Manchester University Press/The
University of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, 1975. 336 pp.

Press, Boston, 1978. 169 pp. $8.95.

Not only are there extensive
personal observations and
experiences, but also skillfully
interwoven snatches of historical
background (swan skins sold by
Hudson Bay Company), quotes
from literature (Shakespeare on the _

SOMERS:

| PORTRAIT by William L. Sachse;

Extension program.

THE WIDOWER by Jane Burgess
Kohn & Willard K. Kohn; Beacon

1m

the book

John, Lord Somers was one of

the most influential statesmen during the reigns of William and Mary
and of Queen Anne. Despite Lord
Somers’ prominence in political life
for several decades at the end of the
17th and the beginning of the 18th
centuries, he was never the subject
__of a full biographical treatment un-

til this book.

eye of the toad: “Sweet are the uses —_ with the widow and her real

Professor William Sachse studied

ugly and venemous, wears yet a
been little written about the similar
precious jewel in his head’’), find- _ problems of the male survivor of a

the slim resources for a biography
on Lord Somers for years in the

ings of other natural scientists
marriage. The Kohns are to be con(one species of mosquito, and only _ gratulated for this contribution.

British Archives. Materials are
scarce because most of Lord

this one, fertilizes the blunt-leaf
orchid).
And throughout, a constant
reminder in the vein of Leopold:
that we human beings belong to
communities of native plants and
animals. “Orchids and primroses,
ruffed grouse and wood thrushes

cannot compete with man. It is we

who must become part of theirenvironment.”

Once Around the Sun is a

Jane Burgess Kohn is a professor
of sociology at the University of
Wisconsin and Willard K. Kohn is
plant superintendent for a special
machinery manufacturer. They live
in Menomenee Falls. Interestingly,
Jane Burgess was collecting
sociological data on widowers when

| Somers’ political and legal
documents were destroyed by fire
in 1752. Perhaps the most human
thing about Lord Somers, to this
reviewer, was that this Lord High
Chancellor of England died without
leaving a will.
The book is closely written, but

— she met Willard. After some

in clear style. It is well annotated.

months, they were married.
Anyone interested in English
Jane had many other informants _ history would find the book quite

for the data used in The Widower _

book for both the beginner and the _ besides Willard Kohn. Some 35

helpful for insights into the 17th
and 18th centuries.
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D. Stuart Briscoe is pastor of Elm-

lance writer living in Hancock,

Essays on the works of Joseph R.
Levenson edited by Maurice
Meisner and Rhoads Murphy;

MOZARTIAN

HISTORIAN

brook Church, Waukesha. He
provides basic guidance for the
church member to become ground- _

Wisconsin.
Tomorrow Is A River is the story
of Caroline Quimby, wife of The

Berkeley, 1976.

volved in prayer, and
knowledgeable enough to become

mysteriously expelled from his
Providence Church. Coming to the

an evangelistic witness. The book

raw frontier of Wisconsin’s

University of California Press,
Maurice Meisner

ed in Bible study, meaningfully in-

is professor of

history at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and Rhoads
Murphy is professor of geography
at the University of Michigan.
Joseph R. Levenson was professor
of history at the University of

| Rev. Adam Quimby. who was

includes a chapter on “How to
Tomorrow River country, the same
Study a Book of the Bible,” oneon
obsession that caused Adam trou‘What is Prayer?” and one on
ble in the east caused him to desert
“What is Witnessing?”
Caroline in that hard land.
James Allen Sparks is a specialist | Caroline’s life becomes one of a
in continuing education for clergy
struggle for survival, with her best

California-Berkeley. Levenson was _ with the University of Wisconsin- _ helper Kermin K. Tartone, a
centrally concerned with the

Extension. He works as a consul-

problem of the relationship

tant to churches and their leaders.

Menominee Indian woman. The
story continues through the suffer-

between the past and the present of | With 15 years as a pastor behind

_ing and action of the Civil War and

China. In order to study this

him, he conducts many seminarson

concludes with the blazing adven-

problem, he devised a conception

handling criticism. Pot Shots at the

ture of the great Peshtigo fire in

he called “historical continuity.”
By this Levenson seemed to mean

Preacher is a primer on handling
criticism in the Church. Such

criticism is never far away in any _

1871. Because the Chicago fire
began on the same day as the

Peshtigo fire, this terrible event has

culture take place at different rates,

human

not received the world

so there is a stability and
of that culture through
Various students and
of Levenson contributed

and synagogues. Sparks has
deserves. Tomorrow Is A River
written a very useful guide for
may help to balance the historical
ministers and their wives who must __ record while it entertains the reader
cope with open, direct criticism. It
with its sweep and passion. The

that changes in various parts of a

this memorial

volume.

continuity
time.
colleagues
essays to

John K.

group—even

in churches

is well worth reading.

Fairbank, Donald Keene, Harold L.

attention it

book should be of considerable in-

Grace Bogstead lives in

terest to every Wisconsin reader.

Kahn, Franz Schurmaun, Angus

Milwaukee. A native of Oconto

McDonald, Jr., Lyman P. Van

County in Northern Wisconsin,

Bike Benjamin I. —
Mrs. Bogstead has long written
Jonathon Spence, Frederic
poetry, as one of her poems was
Wakeman, Jr., James Cahill, Ralph _ published in an anthology of
C. Croizer, and Rosemary LevenWisconsin poets in 1949. Her

—John

JUST

Charles Cooper

BROWSING

son all have given interesting insights into the life and work of this

poems are moving, direct expressions of her religious feelings.

HATCHER’S

fine historian.

They may prove of real value to

GARAND by Mgj. Gen. Julian S.

ministers and others who need

GETTING INTO GOD
by D. Stuart Briscoe; Zondervan

material for meditations and
religious addresses.

Books, Grand Rapids, Mich., 1975.

156 pp. $1.50.

IS A RIVER by

Barbara Fitz Vroman & Peggy Han-

POT SHOTS

AT THE

son Dopp; J. Plumn Publishers,

PREACHER by James Allen

Sparks; Abingdon Press, Nashville,
Tenn., 1977. 128 pp. $4.95.

Barbara Vroman and Peggy

GOD'S REFLECTIONS SHINE
ON ME by Grace Bogstead;

Dorrance

& Co., Philadelphia

Boston-San Antonio, 1977. 390 pp.

&

Ardmore, Penna., 1977. 37 pp.
$2.95.
These three books all reflect
various attempts to explain or to
experience religion in Wisconsin.
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Dopp collaborated on this novel of

Wisconsin for five years. Before

OF THE

Hatcher; reprint by Leather Stock-

ing Books (Division of A. R.
Pragare Co., Inc.), Brookfield,
Wis., updated by Douglas
Edwards,

TOMORROW

BOOK

foreword

by John

Lundstrom, 1977. 318 pp. $22.50,
$45 Deluxe Limited Ed.

In the U.S. military, a rifle is a ri-

fle, never a gun. It may also be
called a weapon or a

piece, but

never a gun. There was, maybe still

is, a little rhyme, of questionable

that, Peggy Dopp worked out the

taste, which served to remind the

novel’s

errant

ideas

in her

mind

for over

young

trooper

of this

fact.

40 years. The title is apt; Mrs.
The primary rifle, weapon, or
Dopp lives in Wild Rose, Wiscon- _ piece of the uniformed multitude
sin, only a few miles from the

who served during World War II,

a former journalist for the
Waushara Argus is now a free

years thereafter, was the M1
Garand. They came to know the

Tomorrow River. Barbara Vroman,

the Korean Conflict, and a few

semiautomatic M1 as though their
lives depended on it, as frequently

EASY GOING: WISCONSIN'S
NORTHWOODS (Vilas and

dropped

Dunn,

they did. In basic training, if you
it, you

Oneida Counties) by Michael J.

slept with it.

Throughout one’s military service,
it was both master and mistress: an
object to be tended to with the
greatest of care, a lethal combinacame to know on the most intimate

of terms. Now (and where have the
years gone?) ithas become acollector’s item, replaced by the M14 and

M16 automatic weapons.

B a

ine Mine

.
Oe

oe Lae

wlan

pane

Hieicheneubliehed inmo4s by. the

iscenee JournallPress, loneout-of
print, and-cunrehtly a esilecisere
jem iteele comthanding prices-in
een eee $ 60: lbcontaine a chapter
andiverse one Menduemenin |
heeomrcehnicainders Ie:
iedetone ced eee
Thus
ican bitesmecrdl aaehe reprint
:
P.
ieee
will be greeted enthusiastically by
eee

feaen

ent

an

stil M1 may webbe

mics

marked iby therm bere oF
Ben Biwnlent ce nicmBranccs

:

Included in this version is an
after chapter by M1 expert Douglas
Edwards, which traces the history
Of theirifle

froml1948 to ie
“demilitarization” in 1960 when, at
the order of the Department of
Defense, severallimillion of the
weapons were put to the cutting
torch or otherwise destroyed, much
to the dismay of the serious collec-

dorsandlacms researcher ua)

Madison, 1978. 155 pp. Paper $5.
Here is the fifth in the series of

Wisconsin, the previous four being

“Wisconsin

Dells-Devils Lake

Region,” ‘Historic Lead-Mining
—_ Region,” ‘Door County,” and
“Madison and Dane County.” Just

as the commercial for a travelers’

seasons.

you are/ cold flowers made from

Touring)

Recreation’ (bik

ing and bike rental; canoeing

Heat?

and

To a short-tailed weasel:

‘You,

boat and canoe rental; golfing, hik- _ that brown tornado/ in our hen
ing and nature trails; parks;
beaches; recreation areas and
programs; scuba; shooting;

house.
Toa hummingbird: You,
calliope. . .” To a grizzly bear: ‘I
saw you fish for salmon.” To a

skating; skiing, including crosscountry, downhill and rental outlets; snowmobiling, including trails

white sturgeon: “Great splasher,
you're the etange one/ with your
thick
lips...” To a blue whale:
You, soon whale
oil, soap,/ fer-

and rental outlets; stables; and teni); Entertainment (cultural and
sporting events); Shopping and
Browsing; Dining; Lodging; Camping; Area Events; and Information and Transportation sources,
The reader is well advised to give

attention at the outset to the

hunting,

in

i

About three dozen poems concerned with snow and ice, rivers,
mountains, plants, animals, and

about Vilas and Oneida counties to _ ice.” To a glacier:
You blue lungs
gather his diverse data. And it’s all
of ice/ wandering from your eternal
here (or most of what you might
home.” To a herring gull: ‘You
want), broken out by community
dream of molluscs/ blueberries and
10 cael 2 locales in Vilas county
shells. To a timber wolf:
“I read
and eight in Oneida county. Each is
about you in the newspaper/ again
"eviewed under some or all of such _ this week. . . you smell a man/ and
Categories as Sightseeing and Tour- _ suddenly you hate again.” To the
ing (historic sites, points of inocean: “You with your pirate’s
terest)

ing won, as Lundstrom writes, “the

and hand-bound

‘

Publishing

Michael J. Dunn, III, a freelance _ subject: ‘Snowflakes, certainly,

died in 1974 at the age of 86, hav- _ and a bit on native animals and

leather. Drop it and you sleep with
it
—J.B.

The White Mountain

— House, Madison, 1977.

Writer from Elm Grove, poked

primer on wetlands, forests,
flowers and forest management;

numbered

JOURNEY INTO SNOW by
Reinhold Johannes Kaebitzsch;

Almost every
poem is in the form
of a direct sddiess by the poet to his

overview, including reference to
M1 inventor John C. Garand, who

The deluxe edition of the reprint
is limited to 100 copies, hand-

—J.B.

check service advises; ‘Don’t leave
home without them.”

foreword by historian John B.
Author’s Note and Introduction,
Landetromofie Milwaukes
the latter including an overview of
Public Museum provides a helpful _ area geology and geography; a

respect of millions of servicemen
who carried that rifle in battle.”

a bargain reference work.

Press,

Easy Going guides to regional

tion of wood and metal that one

Spy
Te

III; Tamarack

Its marginal treatment in the guide
does not really detract from what is

ane

eh

tilizer or face cream,/ sure surprised me.
The reader becomes uncomfortable standing so long beside the
poet as he confronts one after
another phenomenon

Some of the encounters seem :
plausible, others stretch credulity.
The

anor does a

entre

beyon his PoA eta es BErceuan:
The form is unstructured short

lines, without rhyme or rhythm.

ae

istory of northwoods
hospitality.
of won't fe aut on the details
hunting opporof fishing and
tunities, nor a whole lot on snowmobile trails—topics, as the author

of nature

with anthropomorphic comment.

—Rosella Howe

eee
fh

;
t

;
a Vigor

i
serier,

explains, “too extensive even for a

book of this size to cover specifically or completely.” Still, such information is readily available locally.
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Marion Rewey, whose poems are

fora

Martha Hanson. Their suggestions:

cen

travel experiences of Robert and

ie

T vel

it-could be as useful to the traveler

i eee

phrase book, or the

as his foreign

latest auivency excharige informa.

tion

a

Dr. Hanson was president of the
Wisconsin

Academy

and his wife, who
health science, was
1970-72. Last year
Europe and South
gather material for
spread and control
man and animals.

ree on

~

in 1974-75,

pe

the

vee He

a

have something to look for and ask

ordinary people how to find

le
Cee
He ei

then she has won many awards innae Y:
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es
some
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Marion Rewey

aeka:

has a degree in
secretary from
they traveled to
America to
a book on the
of diseases of

ee

en Boe

i

Ae ue am to puot thelr Plaine to

.
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ee:
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Poem about William Faulkner.
Her newest hobby is flying and
:

oe

aa

One,

Ost

se,
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tt—~—“‘i‘its ‘belied
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ee
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ee ship of Poet's
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.
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aoe

in this issue, was born and
rought up um Memphis. She began
writing “in earnest” in 1970. Since

Readers about to embark for
foreign climes, as well as stay-athomes, will be interested in the

A Sa

|

THIS TIME THE FLIES
by Mary Shumway

In late plantings, squash just making,

a.

.

The logo identifies Sol Press, the
bape
oe
se a
book piiblishing fs ai aaike

a boom of bees heavies the air beside

>
He

fields where cows forage runted corn,
their calves already shoulder high.

gives an insider's slant . his article

Studied indifferently by the herd of eyes

Sat

I climb a hotwire fence, twice chased

the ee

asintenanes of wees

es

, “allison

ree

p

isa

Ne

member of the Wisconsin Arborist

pmocietonaee the Re
ociety of
Arboriculture.

oe

ae

te cee ee

moon

ee

p OM

neQNes ange

when the snakes are angry, I have only
the farmer’s permission. Once walking
with fox pups I stubbed my toe on a celt
polished to velvet and I outlasted anger

t

i

:

a en chlattee, who. saat
on
Henry James, got her degree in
biochemistry but has madehee
career as a:free lance WEice
T

aa

h b

i

d in Ma

an

E

to forage the centuries held in my hand.
This time the flies, and no celt to ease
chagrin. Other finds hold less well:
last night’s note among litter on my desk
:

30

:

of dates, deadlines, reminders, whose

years, Recently, she and her husband have stacted spending the

vitality has lost its edge, the making
poem, and here the base recovered dust

winter months ina

outlasting mine

trailer, traveling

in the South. As bird watchers and
nature lovers, they nominate

the

Chiricahua Mountains in Arizona
and Big Bend, Texas as two of their
favorite spots.
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Living With Overcommunication

fi

|
DN

———————
It seems hard, these days, to imagine a time when there was no
television, no radio, no flood of
trash mail, all pounding at our
mental doors, keeping up a
perpetual racket the sole purpose of
which is to distract us to the point
where we cease to think, and only _
obey the urge to yield. Look!
Listen! Buy! Bargains you cannot
afford to pass up! Chance of a
lifetime! The Joneses are getting

ahead of you! Take off 20 pounds
in 20 minutes! Smoke Lights—cut
your tar intake in half! Buy an
oversized car! Are you getting all
you should from Sex? The most expensive placebo you can buy!
Some of the cleverest

\ NV

the advertising they stuff into it I
never touch. It can stay there,
yellowing and rotting; I am free of
it. The first is Uncle Sam’s box, the
second the daily newspaper's. They
gather unbelievable quantities of
newsprint which I lug into the
house and periodically lug out
again. But my sorting is
ruthless—everything addressed to
“Occupant” (the little man who
or to

lives in the mailbox)

~~

holder goes out immediately— itto
charitable appeals which come in
triplicate—ditto buy-by-mail
catalogs (except the really beautiful
ones intel ae at for ae
pleasure of thinking, ‘Lots of love-

a
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Blessings on the man who invented
therturncotesburtons
By means of this curmudgeonly,
spoil-sport—some would say disdainful, arrogant—rejection of our

resent ability to overcommunicate, I find myself constantly
falling behind. It’s shocking—I
— gon’t know the names of the
current punk rock leaders, the
programe, the
cuitrent humor

ly things that I don’t have to buy”).
I get a certain
pleasure il out withof
icuunk

.
paper
(toilet

irresistible
bash
tenc r slogans,
Ses
igimmicks
curiosity ticklers, get-rich-quick
léte wihohesnmet
Ree
rofessional tae raphy and
areal
ities alee eich So
face that-tocresist
ll d cn
no is cee
A ee CONE ae
a
seems churlish—yielding
oe
a
is
This is whattakin lifetaihiGcl
leasure.heinous
r
about—being in it, taking in the cir-

opening it. Perhaps I do lose the
opportunity of a lifetime—I’ll take
_
that chance. Personal letters, bills,
the publications I ordered—that’s
pibaty tet
The magazines and
too have to be:
newspapers—they
:
sifted. I have learned where to find
the perhaps 25 percent of them that
| yead—the rest can be quickly I

; that headache.)
dache.)Imn
make you enjoy
sleAnd
very litle com:
And withwith very
out of it!
pensation, too. All I have is a little
extra time for reading, for a bit of
writing—time to fuss around the
garden, to be with a few people I
:
care about. To 6 be quiet
Hoskins’
Gerard
Facer
Hopkins
Gerard
sometimes—in
ander ioebec outor
"T find i
Para

along with ae really terrific
serogins jugglin; ” iat animal
ahould be:
acts. : We Die ene
i
with present overeveryday. And
ae
they are. Anyway,

skimmed. and jettisoned. There is
.
very little new sein them
Way stepention of what radio
Sby
and television chew and re-chew
also have to
perpetually. Those two for
short

humanizing—the pleasure of new
knowledge, , of science, , the arts, ,
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Professor Frederic Cassidy is retir_
_ing this year from the English
department, UW-Madison. He will
continue as editor of the Dictionary
of American Regional English.
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